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Glossary on Kalinga Prize Laureates

UNESCO Kalinga Prize Winner – 1986
Dr. David Takayoshi Suzuki

“Whatever we do to nature, we do to ourselves”
...David Suzuki

A World- Renowned Geneticist, Environmental Activist, Academic
&

Science Broadcaster
[Born : March 24, 1936………]

“The human brain now holds the key to our future. We have to recall the image of the planet
from out sp ace: a single entity in which air , water and contiment s are interconnected . That
is our home.” ... David Suzuki

“Education has failed in a very  serious way to convey the most important lesson science  can
teach : skepticism.” ...David Suzuki

“We must reinvent a future free of binders so that we can choose from real options.”.
...David Suzuki
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David Suzuki – A Biographical Profile

Born : March 24, 1936
Vancouver, BC

Citizenship : Canada

David Takayoshi Suzuki

As a child growing up in British Columbia, David Suzuki was told by his father ,
“You have to be ten times better than other Canadians in everything you do,
because if you are only as good as they are you’ll lose out every time”. Suzuki
learned that lesson and has spent most of his life being better at science,
broadcasting, writing and teaching than most other Canadians.
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Dr. David T. Suzuki (born March 24,1936) is a Vancouver – born Canadian geneticist who has attained
prominence as a science broadcaster and an environmental activist. He received his BA from Amherst
College in Massachusetts in 1958 and his PhD from the University of Chicago in 1961. Since 1960,
Suzuki has been hosting The Nature of Things, one of the earliest shows of the Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation after it became national , which has aired in nearly 50 countries worldwide. He was also
the host of the PBS series The Secret of Life. He has been the Genetics Professor at the University of
British Columbia for 30 years (1969 until his retirement in 2001), and has since been professor emeritus
at a university research institute. A Planet for the Taking, a 1985 hit series, averaged over 1.8  million
viewers per episode and earned him a United Nations Environment Program Medal in 1987. Suzuki is
the author of over 15 books for both adults and children, including Genethics, Wisdom of the Elders,
Inventing the Future, and the Looking At series, a best-selling children’s science books. Early in his
research career he studied genetics, using the popular model organism Drosophila melanogaster (fruit
flies). To be able to use his initials in naming any new genes he found, he studied Drosophila temperature-
sensitive phenotypes (DTS). (As he jokingly noted at a lecture at Johns Hopkins University, the only
alternative was darn tough skin.) He gained  several international awards for his research into these
mutations. He was presented with the UNESCO Kalinga Prize for science writing in 1986. A third-
generation Japanese-Canadian (“Canadian Sansei”), Suzuki and his family suffered internment in British
Columbia during the Second World War from when he was six until after the war ended. Suzuki
married Setsuko Joane Sunahara from 1958 to 1965, with three children (Tamiko, Laura, and Troy). He
then married Tara Elizaqbeth Cullis (Since 1972) with two daughters: Severn and Sarika Cullis-Suzuki.
His Japanese name is Suzuki Takayoshi , but he is always known by his English name to the public,
even in Japanese scientific and popular literature (using Romaji).

David Takayoshi Suzuki, CC, OBC, Ph.D (born
March 24, 1936), is a Canadian science broadcaster
and environmental  activist. Since the mid-1970s,
Suzuki has been known for his TV and radio series
and books about nature and the environment. He is
best known as host of the popular and long-running
CBC Television science magazine, The Nature of
Things, seen in syndication in over 40 nations. He
is also well known for criticizing governments for
their lack of action to protect the environment.

A long time activist to reverse global climate change,
Suzuki co-founded the David Suzuki Foundation in
1990, to work “to find ways for society to live in
balance with the natural world that sustains us.”
The Foundation’s  priorities are: oceans and
sustainable fishing, climate change and clean
energy, sustainability, and David Suzuki’s Nature

Challenge. He also served as a director of the
Canadian Civil Liberties Association from 1982-1987.

Early  life

Suzuki had a twin sister named Marcia, as well as
two other siblings, Geraldine (now known as Aiko)
and Dawn. They wee born to Setsu Nakamura and
Kaoru Carr Suzuki in Vancouver, Canada. Suzuki’s
maternal and paternal grandparents had immigrated
to Canada at the beginning of the 20th century.

A third-generation Japanese-Candian (“Canadian
Sansei”), Suzuki and his family suffered internment
in British Columbia during the Second World War
from when he was six (1942) until after the war
ended. In June 1942, the government sold the Suzuki
family’s dry-cleaning business, then interned Suzuki,
his mother, and two sisters  in a camp at Slocan in
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the British Columbia Interior.[1} His father had been
sent to a labour camp in Solsqua two months earlier.
Suzuki’s sister, Dawn, was born in the internment
camp.

After the war, Suzuki’s family, like other Japanese
Canadian families, was forced to move east of the
Rockies. The Suzukis moved to Islington,
Leamington, and London, Ontario. David Suzuki, in
interviews, has many times credited his father for
having interested and sensitized him to nature.

Suzuki attended Mill Street Elementary School and
Grade 9 at Leamington Secondary School before
moving to London, where he attended London
Central Secondary School, eventually winning the
election to become Students’ Council President in
his last year there by more votes than all of the
other candidates combined.

Academic Career

Suzuki received his BA from Amherst College in
Massachusetts in 1958, and his Ph.D in zoology
from the University of Chicago in 1961.

Early in his research career he studied genetics,
using the popular model organism Drosophila
melanogaster (fruit files). To be able to use his
initials in naming any new genes he found, he
studied Drosophila temperatue-sensitive phenotypes
(DTS). (As he jokingly noted at a lecture at Johns
Hopkins University, the only alternative was “damn
tough skin”.) He was a professor in the genetics
department (stated in his book Genethics: The
Ethics of Engineering Life, 1988) at the University
of British Columbia for almost forty years (from 1963
until his retirement in 2001), and has since been
professor emeritus at a university research institute.[2]

For his work popularizing science and environmental
issues, he has been presented with 22 honorary
degrees.

Broadcasting career

Suzuki began in television in 1970 with the weekly
show Suzuki on Science, a children’s show. In 1974,

he founded the radio programme Quirks and Quarks
which he also hosted on CBC Radio One from 1975
to 1979. Throughtout the 1970s, he also hosted
Science Magazine, a weekly programme geared
towards an adult audience.

Since 1979, Suzuki has hosted The Nature of
Things, a CBC television  series that has aired in
nearly fifty countries worldwide.[3] In this program,
Suzuki’s aim is to stimulate interest in the natural
world, to point out threats to human well-being and
wildlife habitat, and to present alternatives for
achieving a more sustainable society. Suzuki has
been a prominent proponent of renewable energy
sources and the soft energy path.

Suzuki was the host of the critically acclaimed PBS
series The Secret of Life. [4] His 1985 hit series, A
Planet for the Taking, averaged more than 1.8 million
viewers per episode and earned him a United Nations
Environment Programme Medal. His perspective in
this series is summed up in his statement: “We
have both a sense of the importance of the
wilderness and space in our culture and an attitude
that it is limitless and therefore we needn’t worry.”
He concludes with a call for a major “perceptual
shift” in our relationship with nature and the wild.

Suzuki’s The Sacred Balance, a book first published
in 1997 and later made into a five hour mini-series
on Canadian public television, was broadcast in
2002. [5] [6] Suzuki is now taking part in an
advertisement campaign with the tagline “You have
the power”, promoting energy conservation through
various household alternatives, such as the use of
compact fluorescent lightbulbs.

Climate change activism

In recent years, Suzuki has been a forceful
spokesperson about the realities of global climate
change. His comments have not always been
without controversy. On February 15, 2007, Suzuki
was interviewed on Toronto radio station AM 640 by
morning show host John Oakley. Suzuki asserted
that Canada should be branded “international
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outlaws” for reneging on Kyoto agreements, and
dismissed as ‘a log of baloney” Oakley’s suggestion
that some scientists feel intimidated from
questioning global warming hypotheses.

Suzuki said that scientists who deny climate change
are “shills” for big corporations. He contrasted his
own foundation, saying that “corporations have not
been interested in funding us” and that their financial
backing comes “from ordinary Canadians”. [7

Suzuki is unequivocal that climate change is a very
real and pressing problem and that there is now an
“overwhelming majority of scientists” who are in
agreement that human activity is responsible. The
David Suzuki Foundation website has a clear
statement of this:

The debate is over about whether or not
climate change is real. Irrefutable evidence
from around the world – including extreme
weather events, record temperatures,
retreating glaciers, and rising sea levels – all
point to the fact climate change is happening
now and at rates much faster than previously
thought.[8]

The consensus includes the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change,
consisting of over 2,000 scientists from 100
countries. The findings of the panel have been
approved by the National Academies of
Science of each of the G8 countries, along
with those of China, India and Brazil.[8]

Suzuki says that despite this growing consensus,
many in the public and the media seemed doubtful
about the science for many years. The reason for
the confusion about climate change, in Suzuki’s view,
was due to a well organized campaign of
disinformation about the science involved. “A very
small band of critics” denies that climate change
exists and that humans are the cause. These
climate change “skeptics” or “deniers,” Suzuki
claims, tend not to be climate scientists and do not
publish in peer-reviewed scientific journals but rather

target the media, the general public, and policy
makers. Their goal: “ delaying action on climate
change.” According to Suzuki, the skeptics have
received significant funding from coal and oil
companies, including ExxonMobil. Suzuki says that
they are linked to “industry-funded lobby groups to
– in the words of one leaked memo- ‘reposition global
warming as theory (not fact).”[8]

The David Suzuki Foundation has implemented a
carbon neutral program in its offices. The Foundation
states that this is part of its “ongoing commitment
to sustainability.” The program is designed to show
that “taking responsibility for one’s greenhouse gas
emissions is straightforward and inexpensive,” It
uses a guide by the World Resources Institute to

calculate greenhouse gas emissions. Because of

problems with tree planting projects, the Foundation

purchases carbon offsets from energy efficiency and

renewable energy projects. [9] Suzuki himself

laments that in traveling constantly to spread his

message of climate responsibility , he’s “over his

[carbon] limit by hundreds of tones.” He has stopped

vacationing overseas and taken to “clustering” his

speaking engagements together to reduce his

carbon footprint. He would prefer, he says, to appear

solely by video conference.[10]

In 2007, Suzuki made a cross-country tour in a

diesel bus, speaking to Canadians about climate

change and urging compliance with the Kyoto

Accord. Gold Standared carbon offsets were

purchased by the David Suzuki Foundation for all

bus travel and tour activities.[11] The Foundation’s

“David Suzuki’s Nature Challenge” [12] and “David

Suzuki’s Nature Challenge for Kids” [13] suggest

simple steps people can take to protect nature and

improve their quality of life. Suzuki’s spokesman

said he used the diesel bus because using biodiesel

would have voided the bus’ warranty.[14]

David Suzuki has given talks to the NDP, Liberal,

and Green Parties of Canada, but does not belong
to any political party. The David Suzuki Foundation
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is non-partisan, in accordance with the rules
governing non-profit charities in Canada.[15]

Publications

Suzuki is the author of forty-three books (fifteen for
children), including Genethics, Wisdom of the
Elders, Inventing the Future, and the best-selling
Looking At Series of children’s science books.

Awards and honours

Suzuki is the recipient of Canada’s most prestigious
award, the Order of Canada Officer (1976) upgraded
to Companion status in (2006)[16], the Order of British
Columbia (1995)[17], UNESCO’s Kalinga Prize for
science (1986)[18] and a long list of Canadian and
international honours.

In 2004, David Suzuki was nominated as one of the
top ten “Greatest Canadians” by viewers of the CBC.
In the final vote he finished fifth and therefore ranked
as the greatest living Canadian.[19] Suzuki said that
his own vote was for Tommy Douglas who was the
eventual winner .

In 2006, David Suzuki was the recipient of the
Bradford Washburn Award presented at the Museum
of Science in Boston, Massachusetts.[20]

Honorary degrees

David Suzuki has received 22 honorary degrees from
universities in Canada, the United States and
Australia:

n University of Prince Edward Island in
Charlottetown (LL.D) in 1974.

n University of Windsor in Windsor, Ontario
(D.Sc) in 1979.

n Acadia University in Wolfville, Nova  Scotia
(D.Sc) in 1979.

n Trent University in Peterborough, Ontario
(LL.D) in 1981.

n Univesity of Calgary in Calgary, Alberta (LL.D)
in 1986.

n Governors State University in University Park,
Illinois (DHL) in 1986.

n Lakehead University in Thunder Bay, Ontario
(D.Sc) in 1986.

n McMaster University in Hamilton, Ontario
(D.Sc) in 1987.

n Queen’s University in Kingston, Ontario (LL.D)
in 1987.

n Carleton University in Ottawa, Ontario (D.Sc)
in 1987.

n Amherst College in Amherst, Massachusetts,
USA (D.Sc) in 1988.

n Griffith University in Queensland, Australia
(D.Sc) in 1997.

n Open University, Canada DDL in 1998.

n Whitman College in Walla Walla, Washington,
U.S. (D.Sc) in 1999

n Unity College in Unity, Maine, U.S. (Doctor of
Environmental Science) in 2000.

n Simon Fraser University in Burnaby, British
Columbia DDL in 2001.

n York University in Toronto, Ontario (D.Sc) in
2005.

n UQAM in Montreal, Quebec (D.Sc) in 2005.

n Flinders University in Adelaide, South
Australia (D.Sc) in 2006.

n Ryerson University in Toronto, Ontario (Doctor
of Communication) in 2007.

n University of Montreal in Montreal, Quebec
(D.Sc) in 2007.

n University of Western Ontario in London,
Ontario (D.Sc) in 2007.

Family

Suzuki was married to Setsuko Joane Sunahara
from 1958 to 1965, with three children (Tamiko,
Laura, and Troy). He married Tara Elizabeth Cullis
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in 1972. They have two  daughters: Sarika and Severn
Cullis-Suzuki. Severn, born in 1979, has also done
environmental work, including speaking at
environmental conferences.

David Suzuki’s Japanese name is Takayoshi Suzuki
but he is always known  by his English name to the
public, evening Japanese scientific and popular
literature (using Romaji). Suzuki lives in the Kitsilano
area of Vancouver.[21]
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Dr. David Suzuki: Det ailed CV

Birth date :  March 24, 1936
Birthplace :  Vancouver BC
Citizenship : Canadian

EDUCATION
Postdoctoral : 1961 Summer Fellow, National Institutes of Health Fellowship

Rocky Mountain Biological Lab -  Crested Butte, Colorado USA
1961-1962 Research Associate, Biology Division
Oak Ridge National Laboratory – Oak Ridge, Tennessee, USA

Graduate : 1961 Ph.D Zoology
University of Chicago-Chicago, III., USA

Undergraduate : 1958 BA Honours in Biology
Amherst College – Amherst, Mass., USA

High School : 1954 Graduate London Central Collegiate Institute
London, Ontario, Canada

ACADEMIC CAREER
2001-current : Professor Emeritus

University of British Columbia – Vancouver, BC, Canada

1993-2001 : Professor, Associate, Sustainable Research Development Institute
University of British Columbia – Vancouver, BC, Canada

1969-1993 : Professor, Department of Zoology
University of British Columbia – Vancouver, BC, Canada

1965-1969 : Associate Professor, Department of Zoology
University of British Columbia – Vancouver, BC, Canada

1963-1965 :  Assistant Professor, Department of Zoology
University of British Columbia – Vancouver, BC, Canada

1962-1963 : Assistant Professor, Department of Genetics
University of Alberta – Edmonton, Alberta, Canada

1978 – Fall : Visiting Professor, Department  of Zoology
University  of Toronto – Toronto, Ontario, Canada

1977- Spring : Visiting Professor, Molecular Biology
University of California – Berkeley, California, USA

1976 – Spring : Visiting Professor, Bacteriology & Immunology
University  of California – Berkeley, California, USA

1972 – Spring : Honorary Professor, Department of Biology
University of Utah – Salt Lake City, Utah, USA
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1972 – Winter : Visiting Professor, Department of Biology

University of Puerto Rico-Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico

1971 – Winter : Honorary Professor, Department of Biology
University  of Utah – Salt Lake City, Utah, USA

1969-Spring : Visiting Professor, Department of Genetics
University of California-Berkeley, California, USA

1966-Summer : Visiting Professor, Department of Zoology
University of California – Berkeley, California, USA

1959-1961 : Teaching Assistant, Department of Zoology
University  of Chicago-Chicago, III, USA

1958-1959 : Research Assistant for Dr. W.K. Baker
University of Chicago-Chicago, III., USA

1957-1958 : Teaching Assistant, Department of Biology
Amherst College- Amherst, Mass., USA

1958 Summer : Fish Biologist, Department of Lands & Forests
Sudbury, Ontario, Canada

Honours and Awards
Academic Awards

2000 : Lifetime Achievement Award
University of British Columbia Alumni Association

1992 : Commemorative Medal
125th Anniversary of Canadian Confederation

1992 : MacLachlan Great Canadian Medal
MacLachlan College & Preparatory School

1990 Wiegand Award for Canadian Excellence
University of Waterloo

1986 : Gold Medal Award
Biological Council of Canada

1981 : Honorary Fellow
Ryerson University

1981 : BC Science and Engineering Gold Medal
Science Council of B.C., Natural Sciences Division

1979 : Honorary Diploma
Dawson College, Montreal, Quebec

1979 : Award of Distinction
Northwest Institute of Ethics and the Life Sciences

1978 : Honorary Guild Shield
Conestoga College, Kitchener, Ontario

1974 : Honorary Life Membership for Teaching Achievements
University of British Columbia Alumni Association
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Honorary Degrees

2001 : Hon. Doctor of Laws, Simon Fraser University, Canada

2000 : Hon. Doctor of Environmental Science, Unity College, U.S.A.

1999 : Hon. Doctor of Science, Whitman College, U.S.A.

1998 : Hon. Doctor of Laws, Open University , Canada

1997 : Hon. DSc, Griffith University , Australia

1988 : Hon. DSc. Amherst College, U.S.A.

1987 : Hon. DSc, Carleton University, Canada

1987 : Hon. LLD, Queen’s University, Canada

1987 : Hon. DSc, McMaster University, Canada

1986 : Hon. DSc, Lakehead University, Canada

1986 : Hon. Doctor of Humane Letters, Governors State University, U.S.A.

1986 : Hon. LLD, University of Calgary, Canada

1981 : Hon. LLD, Trent University, Canada

1979 : Hon. DSc, Acadia University, Canada

1979 : Hon. DSC, University of Windsor, Canada

1974 : Hon. LLD, University of Prince Edward Island, Canada

Electronic Media Awards

2004 : Gemini Award, Best Science, Technology, Nature, Environment, Suzuki Speaks,
Producers Tony Papa, Cathy Chilco, Avanti Pictures

2004 : Crystal Award of Excellence, Communicators  Award, Bioneers, Radio Restoring
Life’s Fabric

2003 : Fast Forward Award for Outstanding Contribution  to Educational Media in Canada,
First recipient Langara College, Vancouver BC

2002 : John Drainie Award for excellence in Broadcast Journalism, Banff

1997 : Gemini Award, Best Host, The Nature of Things Food or Famine

1996 : Honoree, Global Dreams A Tribute hosted by David Foster and Dan Aykroyd,
House of Blues in Hollywood, Los Angeles, CA.

1995 : Parents Choice Award, Audio Award Amazing Journey, Children Sing to the Beat
of the Earth

1994 : San Francisco Exploratorium, Public Understanding  of Science Award
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1994 : Gemini Award,  Best Host, The Nature of Things, Trading Futures Genesis Award
for Outstanding Cable Documentary, The Nature of Things Animals in Research:
Breaking the Habit

1992 : Gemini Award, Best Host, The Nature Connection, Tide Pools

1990 : Silver Medal, Council for Advancement of Education Best Audiovisual Package,
UBC Perspectives

1989 : Humanitarian Award, Canadian Health Food Association

1989 Bronze Medal, Council for the Advancement of Education Best Audiovisual
Package, UBC Perspectives

1989 : Award  of Excellence, Banff Television Festival

1986 : Grand Award (Silver Medal), Canadian Council for Advancement of Education
Best Audiovisual Package, UBC Perspectives

1986 : Gold Award, Canadian Council for the Advancement of Education Award
Best Audiovisual package, UBC perspectives

1986 : Award, Best Television Script, A Planet for the Taking, Episode 6, Improving on
Nature

1986 : Member, Global 500 Roll of Honour, UN Environment Programme

1986 : Genesis Award, Fund for Animals, Los Angeles, Best Documentary

1986 : Gemini Award, Best Host of TV Series, The Nature of Things

1986 : Canadian Council for the Advancement of Education Award Best Audiovisual
Package, UBC Perspectives

1985 : World Environment Festival Award, CBC Science Unit, A Planet for the Taking

1985 : Governor General’s Award for Conservation, A Planet for the Taking

1985 : ACTRA Award, Best Host of TV Series, Futurescan

1983 : Japan Times Prize, The Nature of Things, Japan Shows

1983 : Japan Gold Prize, Best Foreign Film on Japan, The Nature of Things

1983 : Diploma of Honour, XXXVI Congress, Film Video Genetics, Paris, France
The Nature of Things, To be or not to be

1983 : Bell Northern Award for The Nature of Things, Japan Shows

1983 : Asahi Evening News Prize, The Nature of Things, Japan Shows

1979 : Prix Anik Award for Best Documentary Film, Tankerbomb, Host and Narrator

1979 : Bell-Northern Award for Science Communication in the electronic media

1977 : Bell Northern Science Communication in the electronic media
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1976 : Bell Northern Award for Science Communication in the electronic media

1976 : BC CTRA Award for radio host of Quirks and Quarks

1976 : Award for the best documentary film The Hottest Show on Earth

1976 : Award as Broadcaster of the Year, Canadian Broadcasters League

Print Media Awards

2004 : Canadian Science Writers’ Children’s Book Salmon Forest

2000 : BC 2000 Book Award, You Are the Earth

1999 : TORGI Talking Book of the Year Award. The Sacred Balance
The Candaian National Institute for the Blind

1999 : Alberta Theatre Projects, Recipient Bob Edwards Award

1996 : Recipient, Science Book of the Year, Secret of Life

1990 : Author of the Year, Canadian Booksellers Association

1988 : Authors Award, 2nd Prize, Foundation for the Advancement of Canadian
Letters Paperback book, nonfiction, David Suzuki Talks about AIDS

1988 : Recipient, Children’s Literature Roundtables of Canada Award Looking at Insects

1985 : Quill Award, National Communication Award (Press)

1975 : Canadian Human Rights Foundation Award for Publication

PROFESSIONAL AWARDS

2004 : The Greatest Canadian, Fifth Position, CBC Television
1.2 million votes cast for ten Canadians

2004 : Lindbergh Award

2004 : Canadian Society for Training and Development President’s Award

2002 : International Scientist of the Year
International Biographical Centre of Cambridge, England

2002 : Recipient, Queen Elizabeth II Golden Jubilee Medal

1999  : Recipient, Canadian recipient of the 1999 Freedom Award
International Freedom Festival, Canada

1990 : Member, Global 500 Roll of Honour,
UN Environment Programme

1999 : Recipient, Green Cross Millennium Award for Individual Environmental Leadership
U.S.A.

1995 : Recipient, Order of British Columbia
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1995 Recipient, Spirit of Leadership Award
BC Government and Service Employees’ Union (BCGEU)

1988 : Recipient, Environmental Achievement Award, Environment Canada

1986 : Recipient, Royal Bank Award

1986 : Recipient, UNESCO Kalinga Prize

1985 : United Nations Environment Program Medal

1984 : Medal of Honour, Canadian Medical Association

1981 : Sanford Fleming Medal, Royal Canadian Institute

1980-1983 : Elected Secretary, Genetics Society of America

1980 : Elected Fellow, American Association for the Advancement of Science

1978-1984 : Fellow of the Royal Society of Canada

1976 : Officer, Order of Canada

1972 : Outstanding Japanese-Canadian of the Year Award

1969-1972 : E.W.R. Steacie Memorial Fellowship for the Outstanding Research Scientist in
Canada under the age of 35

1969-1970 : President, Canadian Society of Cell Biology

FIRST NATIONS HONOURS

NUU  CHAH  NULTH, British Colubia Nuchi (Big Mountain)

KWAGIULTH British Columbia Nan Wa Kawi (Man Who Knows Much)

HAIDA British Columbia Gyaagan (My Own)

Adopted by Ada Yovanovitch (Eagle)

BLOOD Alberta Nattoo Istuk (Sacred Mountain)

KAURNA Australia Karnumeya (Mountain Man)

CREE Alberta Kehiwawasis (Eagle Child) Honorary Chief

HEILTSUK British Columbia Adopted by Chief George Housti family

CIVIL RIGHTS ACTIVITIES

1999 : Cranes: National Tribute to Japanese-Canadian Life, Honorary Chair

1996 : The Body Shop’s Social Interventions, Advisory Board Member
John Humphrey Freedom Award- International Centre for Human Rights and
Democratic Development, Patron
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1995 : Owl Communications/ Honorary Owl” Campaign, Honorary Owl

1994 : International Centre for Human Rights and Democratic Development, Patron

1994 : Multicultural Alliance to Promote Literacy Education (MAPLE), Patron

1983-1991 : Canadian Civil Liberties Association, Member, Board of Directors

1989 : Committee Against Racism, Honorary Member

1986 : Amnesty International (Canadian Section) Council Member

1984 : World Federalists of Canada, Advisory Board

1979-1982 : Canadian Civil Liberties Association, Vice-President

1979 : Hiroshima-Nagasaki Revisited, Patron

1977-1978 : Canadian Civil Liberties Union, Director

1975 : Canadian Human Rights Foundation, Award for Publication

1973 : BC Civil Liberties Union, Honoary Director

1972 : Outstanding Japanese-Canadian of the Year Award

Professional Activities

2004 : Lake Superior Conservancy and Watershed Council Honorary Board Member

2004 : Union of Concerned Scientists’ National Advisory Board

2004 : Association for Study of Literature and the Environment Honorary Member

2004 : Ecological Footprint Network, Policy Advisory Council

2003 : Famous Peoples Players Honorary Patron

2003-present : Kootenay Environmental Society, Honorary Member

2001-present : Friends of Southland’s Society, Vancouver, Honorary Member

2000-present : Sierra Legal Defence Fund, Canada, Honorary Board Member

1999-present : Millennium Ecosystem Assessment, Board Member

1999-present : The Ecologist England, Associate Board Member

1999-present : Rivershed Society of BC, Honorary Board Member

1998-present : The Ecologist-England, Board Member

1998-present : Green Cross International, Honorary Board Member

1998-present : Gaia: The Society for Research and Education in Earth System Science, England,
Honorary Board Member

1997-present : Pew Fellow Programs in Conservation and the Environment, Advisory Committee

1994-present : The David Suzuki Foundation, Chair
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2002 : Canadian Patron Council for Volunteering, Council Member

2001 : Sageworks Media, Portland, Oregon, Advisory Council

2000 : Cyclo Nord-Sud, Honorary President

2000 : Earth Day 2000 Network International , Council Member

2000 : Institute for the Northwest, Advisory Council

2000 : International Society for Ecology & Culture, Advisory Board

2000 : Millennium Ecosystem Assessment, Board Member

2000 : School Communities Recycling Paper Australia International, Patron

2000 : Society of Environmental Journalists, Member

1999 : Nature’s Powerhouse, Cairns, Australia, Associate

1999 : Oceans Blue Foundation – Keep Vancouver Spectacular, Honorary Chair

1999 : Telescience Festival, President International Jury

1998 : Barking Gecko Theatre Company, Australia, Patron

1998 : Capital Campaign Japanese Canadian Cultural Centre, Honorary Chair

1998 : Critter Care Wildlife Society Canada, Patron

1998 : Earth Day Every Day Radio Station Project USA, Advisory Board

1998 : International Forum on Globalization, Advisory Board

1998 : The Schad Foundation – Canada, Elected, Board Member

1996 : Canadian Biodiversity Institute, Honorary, Board Member

1996 : Coast Watch Society, Advisory Board

1996 : Ecocity Builders, USA, Advisory Board

1996 : Falcon’s Nest Raptor Recovery Centre, Patron

1996 : The Canadian Adventure Travel and Eco Tourism Society, Advisory Board

1996 : Tourism Vancouver, Honoary Chair

1995 : Rivers Canada Honorary, Member

1994 : Earth Communications Office Member, Advisory Board

1994 : Famous People players Theatre Centre, Honorary Patron

1994 : Food and Agriculture Organization Honorary Committee Member

1994 : Order of Arctic Adventurers, Canada’s Northwest Territories

1994 : THIS Magazine Member, Advisory Board

1991-1994 : The David Suzuki Foundation, President
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1993 : Canadian Youth Foundation, Honorary Committee Member

1992 : Maple Ridge Hospital Foundation’s 1992, Humanitarian of the Year

1992 : Student Action for a Viable Earth Member, Advisory Board

1992 : The Centre for sustainable Development And alternative World Futures Member
Advisory Board

1992 : LUNESCO’s International Commission on Education for the Twenty-first Century,
Member Advisory Panel

1992 : Western Australian Youth Conservation Corps, Patron

1991 : I Care, Honorary Chairman

1990 : Chairman’s Committee for Preserving Documentary Heritage, Honorary Patron

1988-1990 : High School Biology Education, National Research Council Life Sciences
Committee

1989 : Artist/Environment Forum, Board Member

1989 : Earth Day 1990 Member, Canadian Board of Directors

1989 : National Indian Education  Forum, Honorary Board Member

1989 : United Scientists for Environmental Responsibility and Protection (USERP),
Australia, Patron

1989 : World Academy of Art and Science, Fellow

1988 : Canadian Foundation for AIDS Research, Board Member

1988 : Energy Probe Research Foundation, Board Member

1988 : Ocean Studies Task Force Member, International Advisory Council

1988 : REGALE, Honorary Board, Member

1988 : Renaissance Group, Australia, Founder & Member

1988 : Temagami Wilderness Society Patron

1988 : The Canadian Environmental Defence Fund, Honorary Board Member

1987 : Children’s International Summer Villages, Canada Inc., Patron

1984-1987 : Public Awareness Program for Science and Technology, Member

1981-1987 : Science for Peace Member, Board of Directors

1986 : Advisory Council – Canada Conference 1987 Member, Advisory Council

1986 : Catarqui. “Help the Handicap Discover Outdoors” project, Patron

1986 : Children’s Environmental, Festival, Honorary Patron

1986 : Impact – UNESCO Quarterly Journal, Member
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1986 : International Congress of Genetics, Vice-President-XVIth

1985 : Canadian Environmental Defence Fund Honorary Director

1985 : Council of Canadians Member, Advisory Board

1984-1985 : Wildlife Habitat Canada Member, Board of Directors

1978-1985 : Science Council of Canada – on the following committees:

Science and the Legal Process Science in Education Member

1984 : Canadian Medical Association, Medal of Honour

1984 : Canadian Spectrum, Advisory  Board

1984 : Ontario Science Centre, Board of Trustees

1984 : Planning Committee – World Congress on Technology and Education, Member

1984 : Pollution Probe, Board Member

1984 : Save South Moresby Island, Board Member

1983 : Physicians for Social Responsibility (National member, Advisory Board

1983-1984 : Science Information Sources Canadian Science Writers’ Member Advisory Board

1978-1984 : Royal Society of Canada, Fellow

1980-1983 : Genetics Society of America, Elected Secretary

1982 : Science Council of BC, Exchange Scientist with People’s Republic of China

1981 : Arts, Sciences & Technology Centre, British Columbia, Elected Member of the
Board of Governors

1981 : Scientists for Social Responsibility, Founding Member

1974-1980 : Genetics, Associate Editor

1977-1978 : SCITEC – Ottawa, Ontario, Vice-President

1976-1978 : Science Forum, Member

1977 : White Owl Conservation Award, Judge

1976 : Prime Minister’s Committee on Outstanding Achievement Award, Member

1974 : NATO Research Fellow in Cologne and West Berlin, West Germany

1973 : EMBO Lecturer to France, Germany and England, Invited Lecturer

1973 : International Congress of Genetics, California, Canadian Delegate XIII

1973 : USSR Moscow, Kiev, Leningrad and Novosibirsk

1969-1972 : Cell Biology and Genetics National Research Council of Canada Member Grant
Committee
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1970-1971 : Society Promoting Environmental Conservation, Vice-President

1969 : National Research Council of Canada, Exchange Scientist with France

1968 : International Congress of Genetics, Tokyo Canadian Delegate XII

1965-1967 : Genetics Society of Canada, Western Director

1963 : International Congress of Genetics, Holland Canadian Delegate XI

Television and Radio Programs

1979-current : THE NATURE OF THINGS WITH DAVID SUZUKI-CBC
One-hour weekly program – Host

2002 : THE SACRED BALANCE
4 one-hour shows-Originator and Presenter

1994 : THE BRAIN : THE UNIVERSE WITHIN – Discovery Channel 5 part series

1993 : THE SECRET OF LIFE - PBS
CRACKING THE CODE - BBC
8 part Series of one-hour shows on DNA-Host

1989 : THE NATURE CONNECTION WITH DAVID SUZUKI
Porpoise Bay

1985 : A PLANET FOR THE TAKING – CBC
8 part series one-hour weekly series – Host
Show #1 Human Nature
Show #2 The Mythmakers
Show#3 Subdue the Earth
Show#4 Who Needs Nature?
Show#5 The Ultimate Slavery
Show#6 Improving on Nature
Show#7 At War with Death
Show#8 The Runaway Brain

1984 : NIGHT VIDEO - CBC
13 half-hour weekly science shows – Host

1984 : FUTURESCAN - CBC
13 half-hour weekly program – Host

1974-1979 : SCIENCE MAGAZINE – CBC
Half-hours weekly program – Host

1974-1975 : INTERFACE : SCIENCE AND SOCIETY
BC Provincial Education Media Centre
One-hour discussions with scientists – Host and originator
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1971-1972 : SUZUKI ON SCIENCE – CBC
Weekly half-hour series covering science topics
Host and originator

1972 : MEN, MONEY AND MICROSCOPES – Host and Writer-one hour special CBC

1969 : THE NEW GENETICS - CBC
One half-hour programs – Host and originator

1963 : YOUR UNIVERSITY SPEAKS, Edmonton, Alberta 8 shows

WRITER OR PRODUCER OF SINGLE PROGRAMS

1982 : TO BE OR NOT OT BE – The Nature of Things
One-hour report Update of Prenatal Diagnosis Producer and Host

1981 : MAKING MOVES – The Nature of Things (1983-84 season)
Half-hour report on spinal cord injuries – Producer and Host

1980 : CHINA NOW : THE ROOTS TO THE PAST
The Nature of Things
One-hour special report on - Writer and Host

1980 : CHINA NOW: THE FOUR MODERNIZATIONS
The Nature of Things
Part Two one-hour special report Writer and Host

1980 : PRENATAL DIAGNOSIS – The Nature of Things
Producer and Host

1980 : SICKLE CELL ANEMIA – The Nature of Things
Writer and Host

1975 : THE DIFFERENCES ARE INHERITED
The Nature of Things –
One-hour special report – Host and writer

1972 : MONEY, MEN AND MICROSCOPES – CBC
: One-hour special – Writer and Host

CHILDREN’S PROGRAMS

2000 : SUZUKI’S WORLD – Pilot project

1999 : NATURE QUEST – 13 part children’s  series

1989 : THE NATURE CONNECTION – 13 part children’s series
Originator and Host

1986 : SESAME STREET – Several science reports

1980 : JUST ASKS INC. – 8 half-hour science shows for children CBC

1979 : CHICKADEE-one-hour children’s show
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1975 : CURIOSITY CORNER- 2 Pilot programs for children – Host

RADIO

1999 : FROM NAKED APE TO SUPER SPECIES – Host and Originator
8 part series CBC

1984 : IT’S A MATTER OF SURVIVAL – Host and Originator
8 part series CBC

1983-1996 : DISCOVERY (EQUINOX) WITH DAVID SUZUKI-
Host and Originator Science and Technology – daily / weekly reports

1986-1989 : UBC PERSPECTIVES – Host and Originator
5 part series CBC

1981 : DISCOVERY WITH DAVID SUZUKI - Host and Originator
Series for Alberta School Children

1981 : EXPANDING HORIZONS IN MEDICINE – Host – 4 one-hour reports

1980 : EARTH WATCH – Host and Originator
Science and Technology report on music stations

1974-1979 : QUIRKS AND QUARKS – Host and Originator
Weekly one-hour series CBC

AUDIO TAPES

1999 : FROM NAKED AID TO SUPERSPECIES
8 Part Radio City’s CBC

1999 : WE ARE THE EARTH Two Taped Public Lectures
The David Suzuki Foundation

1995 : AMAZING JOURNEY :
CHILDREN SING TO THE BEAT OF THE EARTH
Narration With Original Songs Oak Street music Inc. Canada

1990 : CONNECTIONS : FINDING OUT ABOUT THE ENVIRONMENT
Narration With Original Songs, 32 page activity book
Stoddart Publishing, Canada; Allen and Unwin, Australia

1989 : IT’S MATTER OF SURVIVAL
5-part radio series CBC

1987 : VOICES OF SCIENCE CBC
COMPACT DISC

1995 : AMAZING JOURNEY:
CHILDREN SING TO THE BEAT OF THE EARTH
Narration With Original Songs Oak Street music Inc. Canada
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ALBUMS

1985 : SPACE CHILD
Narration with original songs Original songs Oak street music Inc. El Mocambo
Records Inc. & Upmeads Music Ltd.

1982 : EARTH WATCH
Set of four LP’s
Griffiths Gibson productions limited Canada

REPRESENTATIVE PROGRAMS ON ENVIRONMENTAL TOPICS

2001-2002 : WARNINGS FROM THE WILD
Compelling evidence of changes in nature that result from global warming (A)

2001-2002 : RETURN OF THE PEREGRINE
An uplifting story of how the peregrine falcon was on the brink of extinction and
has been brought back (B)

2001-2002 : IS GM SAFE?
Examines the question of safety of genetically modified food (L)

2000-2001 : THE SALMON FOREST
A lyrical demonstration that the trees provided cover and feed for the salmon and
the returning salmon fertilize the forest (B)

2000-2001 : TOXIC LEGACIES
Chemical pollution (L)

2000-2001 : THE HOSPITAL AT THE END OF THE WORLD
The heartbreaking story of the ecological disaster of the Aral Sea in
Uzbekistan (I)

1999-2000 : TURNING DOWN THE HEAT : THE NEW ENERGY REVOLUTION – looks at
alternatives to fossil fuels and the economic benefits of reducing greenhouse gas
emissions (A)

1998-1999 : GOOD WOOD
Looks at ecologically sustainable ways of using trees (I)

1997-1998 : FISHERIES BEYOND THE CRISIS
Inspiring look at what is being done to help fisheries recover at the local level (B)

1997-1998 : THE FRIENDLY ATOM: AN INDUSTRIAL HISOTRY
Examines the nuclear industry’s portrayal of its benefits (I)

1996-1997 : HORMONE IMPOSTERS
Looked the frightening effects of hormone mimics (L, W)

1995-1996 : GLOBAL WARMING: TURNING UP THE HEAT
Examined the controversy (A)
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1995 : CYBERSPACE – Discovery

1993-1994 : THE LIVING CITY
Examined the watershed which makes Toronto possible (I)

1993-1994 : GREENING BUSINESSES
Showed how progressive companies were making money while being ecologically
responsible (I)

1991-1992 : ANIMALS IN RESEARCH : BREAKING THE HABIT
Very controversial program that asked whether the use of animals in research
was always necessary (I)

1991-1992 : HOOKED ON OIL
Looked at the impact of oil spills (L)

1991-1992 : THE HUMAN TIED
Looked at the human population explosion and its consequences (I)

1990-1991 : REVOLUTION DOWN ON THE FARM
Looked at the growth of organic farming (L)

1988-1989 : TROUBLE IN THE FOREST
Examined the ecological effects of forestry practices (B)

1985-1988 : NUCLEAR POWER: THE HOT DEBATE (i)

1985-1986 : GREAT LAKES: TROUBLED WATERS
Examined pollution in the largest body of freshwater in the world (W)

1985-1986 : ACID RAIN
Looked at the effects on forests in North America (A)

1981-1982 : WINDY BAYS
Documented the proposed logging in the Queen Charlotte Islands. The program
had a massive public response and the government Created A National Park (B)

1980-1981 : POISONED PLAYGROUNDS
Pollution from chemical pesticides (L)

1979-1980 : ARCTIC OIL
Explored the potential impact of oil exploration (L)
(A=Atmosphere, L=Land, W = Water, B = Biodiversity, I=Interdisciplinary)

Two Hour special programs

1999-2000 : RACE FOR THE FUTURE.
Parts 1&2 – a look back at where we’ve been and where we seem to be headed
into the future (I)

1997-1998 : THE GREAT NORTHERN FOREST
The last great forest is the boreal in Canada and Russia. This is a frightening look
at what is going on with it (B)
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1995-1996 : FOOD OR FAMINE?
Examined our dependence on that thin layer of topsoil for all our food, how it’s
being threatened and what solutions there are (L)

1995 : CYBERSPACE

1994-1995 : THE DAMMED
Looked at the consequences of megadams in North America, South America
and Asia (W)

1993-1994 : WATER: TO THE LAST DROP
Examined the crisis over water around the world (W)

1992-1993 : TRADING FUTURES: LIVING IN A GLOBAL ECONOMY – a look at how
globalization and economic are not ecologically sustainable and a survey of
alternative practices (I)

1992 : SEA OF SLAUGHTER

1991-1992 : A CLIMATE FOR CHANGE
An early program that showed that the evidence for global warming was very
strong (A)

1990-1991 : VOICES IN THE FOREST
An examination of current logging practices and sustainable methods that are
practiced (B)

1990-1991 : James Bay : THE WIND THAT KEEPS ON BLOWING
Looked at the massive hydroelectric dams that Quebec had built and was planning.
After the program, public outcry stopped the dams (W)

1989-1990 : AMAZONIA : THE ROAD TO THE END OF THE FOREST
Looked at what the ecosystem is and all of the ways the forest is being impacted (B)

1986 : DEALING WITH DRUGS

1973 : EARTH WATCH
(A = Atmosphere, L = Land, W=Water, B=Biodiversity, I= Interdisciplinary )

Books written by David Suzuki

2004 : TREE A Life Story

2003 : DAVID SUZUKI READER

2002 : THE SALMON FOREST

2002 : SACRED BALANCE: A Visual Celebration

2002 : THE SACRED BALANCE, 2ND Edition

2002 : GENETICS A BEGINNERS GUIDE
Guttman, B.; Griffiths, A.; Suzuki, D.; Cullis, T.
Oneworld Oxford England
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2001 : GOOD   NEWS FOR A CHANGE

with Holly Dressel

Stoddart Publishing, Canada

Allen & Unwin, Australia

2002 : WHEN THE WILD COMES LEAPING UP

2000 : ECO-FUN

with K. Vanderlinden

David Suzuki Foundation & Greystone Books, Vancouver, Canada
Allen & Unwin, Australia (Children’s Book/Tape)

1999 : YOU  ARE THE EARTH

with K. Vanderlinden
David Suzuki Foundation & Greystone Books, Vancouver, Canada

Also published in Australia (Children’s Book/Tape)

1999 : FROM NAKED APE TO SUPERSPECIES
with H. Dressel

Stoddart Publishing, Toronto, Canada

Also published in Australia

1998 : EARTH TIME,
Stoddart Publishing, Toronto, Canada

Also published in Australia

1998 : TREE SUITCASE,
Sommerville House, Toronto, Canada (Children’s Book/Tape)

1997 : A GLIMPSE OF CANADA’S FUTURE

with E. Battle, & B. Stipdonk
David Suzuki Foundation, Vancouver, Canada

1997 : THE SACRED BALANCE: REDISCOVERING OUR PLACE IN NATURE

with A. Mc Connell.
David Suzuki Foundation, Vancouver, Canada

Also published in Australia, U.S.A., England

1996 : THE JAPAN WE NEVER KNEW
with K. Oiwa

Stoddart Publishing, Toronto, Canada

Also published in Australia, U.S.A.

1995 : THE BACKYARD TIME DETECTIVES
Stoddart Publishing, Toronto, Canada (Children’s Book/Tape)

1994 : CRACKING THE CODE

with J. Levine
Allen & Unwin Pty Ltd. Australia
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1994 : IF WE COULD SEE THE AIR

Stoddart Publishing, Toronto, Canada (Children’s Book/Tape)

1993 : NATURE IN THE HOME

Stoddart Publishing, Toronto, Canada (Children’s Book/Tape)

1993 : THE SECRET OF LIFE

with J. Levine

WGBH Educational Foundation, Boston, MA., U.S.A.

Also published in Germany

1993 : TIME TO CHANGE

Stoddart Publishing, Toronto, Canada

Also published in Australia

1992 : WISDOM OF THE ELDERS

with P. Knudtson

Stoddart Publishing, Toronto, Canada

Also published in U.S.A., Australia

1991 : DID YOU KNOW…ABOUT FOOD AND FEEDING

with L. Suzuki & P. Cook

General Publihsing, Toronto, Canada

Also published in Australia (Children’s Book/Tape)

1991 : DID YOU KNOW...ABOUT SHAPES AND SIZES

with L. Suzuki & P. Cook

General Publishing, Toronto, Canada

Also published in Australia (Children’s Book/Tape)

1990 : IT’S MATTER OF SURVIVAL

with A. Gordon

Stoddart Publishing, Toronto, Canada

Also published in Australia, England, U.S.A., Montreal

1990 : DID YOU KNOW…ABOUT LIGHT AND SIGHT

with L. Suzuki & P. Cook (Children’s Book/Tape)

General Publishing, Toronto, Canada (Published in Australia)

1990 : DID YOU KNOW…ABOUT INSIDES AND OUTSIDES

with L. Suzuki & P. Cook

General Publishing,Toronto, Canada

Also published in Australia (Children’s Book/Tape)

1989 : LOOKING AT THE ENVIRONMENT

WITH b. Hehner

Stoddart Published, Toronto, Canada (Children’s Book/Tape)

Also published in Australia, England
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1988 : Genethics : The Ethics of Engineering Life
with P. Knudston
Stoddart Publishing, Toronto, Can.
Also published in U.S.A., Australia, England

1988 : LOOKING AT WEATHER

with B. Hehner

Stoddart Publishing, Toronto, Canada (Children’s Book/Tape)
Also published in Australia, Spain, U.S.A.

1987 : LOOKING AT THE BODHY

: with B. Hehner
Stoddart Publishing, Toronto, Canada (Children’s Book/Tape)

Also published in Australia, Spain, Portugal, USA

1987 : METAMORPHOSIS: STAGES IN A LIFE
Stoddart Publishing, Toronto, Canada

Also published in Australia, Spain

1987 : DAVID SUZUKI TALKS ABOUT AIDS
with E. Thanlenberg & P. Knudtson

: General Publishing Paperbacks, Toronto, Canada

1986 : LOOKING AT INSECTS
with B. Hehner

Stoddart Publishing, Toronto, Canada (Children’s Book/Tape)

Also published in Quebec, Denmark, Australia, Spain, Portugal and U.S.A.

1986 : LOOKING AT PLANTS
with B. Hehner

Stoddart Publishing, Toronto, Canada (Children’s Book/Tape)

Also published in Quebec, Denmark, Australia, Spain, Portugal and U.S.A.

1986 : EGG CARTON ZOO

with H. Blohm

Oxford University Press, Toronto, Canada (Children’s Book/Tape)

1986 : SCIENCESCAPE:THE NATURE OF CANADA

with H. Blohm, & M. Harris

Oxford University Press, Toronto, Canada

1986 : LOOKING AT YOUR SENSES

with B. Hehner

Stoddart Publishing, Toronto, Canada (Children’s Book/Tape)

Also published in Quebec, Denmark, Australia, Spain, Portugal, USA

1986 : British Columbia : FRONTIER FOR IDEAS

with H. Cullis
Western Education Development Group, Vancouver, Canada
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1986 : FROM PEBBLES TO COMPUTERS: THE THREAD
with D.T., Beer & H. Blohm
Oxford University Press, Toronto, Canada

1976 : AN INTRODUCTION TO GENETIC ANALYSIS
with A.J.F. Griffiths
W.H.Freeman and Co., San Francisco, CA., U.S.A.
2nd edit. 1981; 3rd edit. 1986; 4th edit. 1989; 5th edit. 1993; 6th edit.  His is the
most widely used genetics textbook in the U.S. and has been translated into
Italian, Spanish, Greek, Indonesian, Arabic, French and German.

ARTICLES

Over 300 popular articles have been published
July 1989 to February 1996
Southam Syndicate (31 Canadian papers), weekly column
January 1987 to June 1989 Globe and Mail, weekly Column
February 1985 to February 1986 Toronto Star, weekly column

q
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An award winning scientist, environmentalist and
broadcaster, Suzuki has been known world-wide
since the late 1960s as a popularizer of science
and ecological issues. He has written over thirty
books and innumerable articles and hosted many
TV and radio shows on science, including CBC’s
Suzuki on Science, Science Magazine, Quirks &
Quarks (radio) and The Nature of Things. His PBS
eight-part series,  The Secret of Life, was widely
praised in the US and internationally, as was his
special Cyberspace and his five-part series, The
Brain.

Suzuki was born in Vancouver, BC. He was 6 years
old when, along with many Japanese-Canadian
citizens, he was interred in a camp during World
War II. After the war, he grew up in London, Ontario.
He graduated in the field of genetics, and in 1962
was appointed assistant professor in the Department
of Genetics at the University of Alberta. The following
year  he came  to UBC, and in 1969 was appointed
Professor of Zoology . He is also a senior associate
on the staff at UBC’s Sustainable Development
Research Institute. He founded and chairs the David
Suzuki Foundation, an environmental non-profit
organization registered in Canada and working to
find and communicate practical ways in which we
can live within our planet’s productive capacity.

Suzuki has written or co-written more than 32
books, including An Introduction to Genetic Analysis
(2000), The Sacred Balance: Rediscovering our
Place in Nature (1999) and Genethics: The Clash
Between the New Genetics and Human Values
(1990). Among his 15 books for children are Looking
at Insects, which won a Children’s Literature Award
in 1988 and You Are the Earth: From Dinosaur
Breath to Pizza from Dirt, released in 2000.

q

David T. Suzuki
A Brief Profile

Achievement
Geneticist and
science
communicator:
famous as
popularizer of
science and
ecological issues

Brithdate
March 24, 1936

Birthplace
Vancouver, BC

Residence
Vancouver, BC

Family Members
Wife: Dr. Tara Cullis

Children : two

Title
Professor of Zoology

Office
University of
British Columbia

Status
Working

Degrees
BA (Biology),
Amherst College,
Massachusetts,
1558

PhD (Zoology), Univ.
of Chicago, 1961

Awards
Officer, Order of
Canada, 1976
Fellow, Royal
Society of
Canada, 1978

Fellow, American
Assn. for the
Advancement of
Science, 1980

Sanford Fleming
Medal (Royal
Canadian)
Institute, 1982

Medal of Honour
(Canadian Medical
Assn.) 1984

Environmental
Program Medal
(UN), 1985

Governor
General Award
for Conservation, 1985

Kalinga Prize
(UNESCO), 1986

Gold Medal
Award (Biological
Society of Canada),
1986

Environmental
Achievement
Award, Environment
Canada, 1990

Order of British
Columbia, 1995

The Person
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David Suzuki is an award-winning scientist, environmentalist  and broadcaster. He holds 16 honourary
degrees in Canada, the U.S. and Australia. A member of the Royal Society of Canada and the Order
of Canada, Dr. Suzuki has written 35 books, including 17 for children. His 1976 textbook, An Introduction
to Genetic Analysis (with A.J.F. Griffiths), remains the most widely used genetics text book in the U.S.
and has been translated into Italian, Spanish, Greek, Indonesian, Arabic, French and German. In 1974
he developed and hosted the long running popular science program Quirks and Quarks on CBC Radio.
In 1979 he became the host of the award-winning The Nature of Things with David Suzuki. Dr. Suzuki
is the recipient of UNESCO’s Kalinga Prize for Science, the United Nations Environment Program
Medal and the Global 500.

David Suzuki Biography

Dr. David Takayoshi Suzuki was born on the 24th
March, 1936, in Vancouver Canada. Suzuki became
famous throughout the world for his devotion to being
an environmental activist and his work as a science
broadcaster.

Suzuki is a third-generation Japanese-Canadian, his
paternal and maternal grandparents immigrated to
Canada at the start of the 20th century. Suzuki has
quite an unpleasant experience in his early childhood,
he and his family suffered internment, when the
Canadian government declared war on Japan in 1942.
His father was sent to a labour camp in Solsqua, a
small town in B.C.’s interior. Two months later their

dry-cleaning business was sold by the government

and Suzuki, his mother and two sisters were sent

to a camp in Slocan City, which was a few hundred

kilometers from where his father was held.

When the Second World War finished Suzuki and

his family like so many other Japanese Canadians

were forced to move to the east of the Rockies,

here they first settled in Islington, then they moved

to Leamington. The Suzuki family then moved to

London, Ontario where his father and mother began

work for Suzuki Brothers Construction Company,

this business was run by his father’s brothers.
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Suzuki’s education included Mill Street Elementary
School and Grade 9 at Leamington Secondary
School, Suzuki went to London, Ontario where he
attended London Central Secondary School. In 1958
Suzuki received his B.A. from Amherst College in
Massachusetts, and in 1961 he received his B.A.
from Amherst College in Massachusetts, and in
1961 he received his Ph.D in Zoology from the
University of Chicago.

Suzuki went to Berkeley, California to further his
studies. While studying Suzuki started to back black
Americans in their fight for equal rights and at the
time he had the same views and theories as Martin
Luther King Jr. He also joined the NAACP, he was
the only non-black member.

Suzuki had a quite large broadcasting career. His
career started in 1979, where he hosted “The Nature
of Things” which aired around fifty countries
worldwide . Suzuki also hosted a television series
called “The Secret of Life”. He also won an award,
the United Nations Environment Program Medal in
1985 for his hit television series “A Planet for the
Taking”. Suzuki also did a four hour mini-series called
“The Sacred Balance” which aired in 2001.

Suzuki has won many honours and awards these
include, Canada’s most prestigious award, the Order

of Canada Officer which he won in 1976 it has been
upgraded to Companion status in 2006, he was
awarded the UNESCO’s Kalinga Prize for
Popularization of Science in the year 1986 and the
Order of British Columbia in 1995 as well as
numerous other Canadian and international honours.
Suzuki was nominated as one of the top 10 “Greatest
Canadians” by viewers of the Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation.

Suzuki is also a co-founder of the David Suzuki
Foundation. The Foundation was officially opened
in 1991. The Foundation mainly concentrates on
environmental issues including, aquaculture,
biodiversity, climate change, global warming,
ecosystem-based forestry, and sustainable
fisheries.

David Suzuki has five children, he has three children
(Tamiko, Laura, and Troy) to his first wife Setsuko
Joane Sunahara who was his high school
sweetheart. They married in 1958 and divorced in
1965. In 1972 Suzuki married Tara Elizabeth Cullis,
they had two daughters Sarika and Severn.

Published books by David Suzuki include
“Genethics”. “Wisdom of the Elders”, “Inventing the
Future”, and “Looking At” which is a children’s book

series on science.

q
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DAVID SUZUKI
Canadian Scientist/T elevision Personality

A house-hold name in English-Canada, David
Suzuki has almost single-handily popularized some
of the most complex scientific issues of our times,
largely through the medium of television. While
students, teachers and heads of state continually
laud his attempts to demystify contemporary
science and nature, some in Canada’s science
community argue that Suzuki’s work on
environmental issues, in particular, is politically
biased. Politics aside, Suzuki’s awards of
recognition clearly speak for themselves: Canada’s
most prestigious  award, the Order of Canada;
UNESCO’s Kalinga Prize and the United Nations
Environmental Program Medal.

Such recognition, particularly those bestowed to him
in his native Canada, are in hindsight quite ironic.
Growing up as a third generation Japanese-
Canadian, Suzuki, his sisters and mother were
placed in internment camps in 1942 by the Canadian
Government. After the War, Suzuki and his family
were forbidden by law to return to their Vancouver
home.

On the faculty at the University of Alberta,
Edmonton, Suzuki as a young academic began his
illustrious television career teaching science on
campus TV. Some ten years later this experience,
coupled with his scientific expertise, eventually
landed Suzuki a host position on the weekly
television program Suzuki on Science, broadcast
by the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC).
Suzuki would later extend his skills to radio where
in 1975 he launched the CBC science affairs
program Quirks and Quarks.

Although Suzuki continued on radio, his impact
clearly remains in the sphere of Canadian public
television. In 1974 he embarked upon his most

DAVID SUZUKI . Born in Vancouver, British
Columbia, Canada, 24 March 1936. Educated
at Amherst College in Massachusetts, U.S.A.,
B.A., 1958; University of Chicago, Ph.D., 1961;
postdoctoral research, the Rocky Mountain
Biological Laboratory. Married: 1) Setsuko
Joane Sunahara, 1958 (divorced 1965), children:
Tamiko, Laura, Troy; 2) Tara Elizabeth Cullis,
1972, children: Severn Cullis-Suzuki and Sarika
Cullis-Suzuki. Held positions as research and
teaching assistant, 1957-59; research associate,
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Tennessee,
1961; assistant professor, University of Alberta,
1962-63; assistant professor, University of British
Clumbia in Vancouver, 1963-69; professor,
University of British Columbia since 1969;
television and radio host, various science
proggrams; syndicated newspaper columnist,
since 1989; author of numerous books and
scientific articles. Recipient: E.W.R. Steacie
Memorial Fellowship, 1969-71; Outstanding
Japanese-Canadian of the Year Award, 1972;
Order of Canada, 1976; Science Council of
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successful broadcasting position, first as host of
the CBC’s television series Science Magazine. More
importantly, five years later he became host of the
well-established series, The Nature of Things. The
longest running science and nature television series
in North America, The Nature of Things is the CBC’s
top-selling international program. Established in
1960, the program is seen by viewers in over ninety
countries, including on the Discovery Channel in the
United States. The program’s mandate is to cover a
broad range of topics  including natural history and
the environment, medicine, science and technology.

It is widely recognized that The Nature of Things,
as with Suzuki’s work in general, surveys the
scientific landscape through a critical, humanistic
lens. Such an approach has increasingly lent itself
to investigations of controversial contemporary
issues of social importance. Suzuki’s outspoken
views on the clear cutting of old growth forests on
Canada’s west coast, for example, has gained him
many friends (and enemies) in logging and
environmentalist circles. Whatever one’s opinion of
his views, however, it would be safe to say that
Suzuki remains the voice of popular science on the
Canadian airwaves.

Greg Elmer

British Columbia Gold Medal 1981; Biological
Council of Canada Gold Medal, 1986; United
Nations Environment Program Medal, 1985;
UNESCO’s Kalinga Award, 1986; Canadian
Booksellers Association’s Author of the Year,
1990.

Address:
C/o Sustainable Development Research
Institute, University of British Columbia,
Vancouver, British Columbia, V6T 2A9 Canada.

TELEVISION SERIES

1960 : The Nature of Things (host)

1971-72 : Suzuki on Science

1974-79 : Science Magazine (host)

TELEVISION SPECIALS

1977 : The Hottest Show on Earth (host/
co?writer)

1977 : Trouble in the Forest (host)

1979 : “How Will We Keep Warm” (Part 1
of The Remarkable Society Series)

1986 : Fragile Harvest (narrator)

RADIO SERIES

1975-79 : Quirks and Quarks

1980 : Earthwatch

1983 : Discovery with David Suzuki

1989 : It’s a Matter of Survival

PUBLICATIONS (selection)

n An Introduction to Genetic Analysis, with
A.J.F. Griffiths. New York: W.H.
Freeman, 1976.

n Metamorphosis. Toronto, Canada:
Stoddart, 1987.

n Genethics: The Ethics of Engineering Life,
with Peter Knudson. Cambridge,
Massachusetts: Harvard University
Press, 1989.

q
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THE NATURE OF THINGS
Canadian Science Program

One of the longest – running television shows in
Canadian history, The Nature of Things has aired
continuously since 6 November 1960. An hour-long
general science program, the show began as a half-
hour series – an attempt, as the first press release
phrased it, “to put weekly science shows back on
North American television schedules.” It billed itself
as “unique on this continent. On every other
television network, the scientist will have stepped
aside for the comedian, the gunfighter or the private-
eye.” The multi-award-winning show has been
broadcast in more than 80 countries, including the
United States, on The Discovery Channel and PBS.

The first producer of the show was Norman Caton
and the first hosts were Professor Patterson lvey
and his colleague Professor Donald Hume of the
University of Toronto. Ivey had co-hosted a series in
1959 called Two for Physics, and CBC hoped that
the time was ripe for a new science series. The
series produced shows on the causes of
schizophrenia, a review of space technology, a study
on how the brain works, and a study of the controlled
isolation of human beings. In keeping with the then-
lofty aspirations of the CBC, the show was named
after the poem by the Roman philosopher, Lucretius,
called “De Rerum Natural”-”The Nature of Things”.

Since 1979, David Suzuki has been the host of The
Nature of Things. As a biologist and geneticist, he
has been very conscious of the nature of evolution
and growth. An ardent and vocal environmental
conservationist, Suzuki writes a weekly column in
The Toronto Star and is a social activist for
environmental causes. In the beginning, Suzuki
appeared an awkward and stilted host, but over the
years, his manner has relaxed and his delivery

In 1971 Suzuki hosted Suzuki on Science,
another CBC science show. Suzuki was by this
time also heard on CBC Radio, as host of Quirks
and Quarks, which remains a popular staple of
the national radio network today. In 1979,
Science Magazine, which Suzuki had hosted
since 1974, and The Nature of Things were
combined into a one-hour show, with Murray as
executive  producer for the second time. Suzuki
has also been an assistant professor at the
University of Alberta (Edmonton) and a full
professor at the University of British Columbia
(Vancouver). In 1977 he was named to the Order
of Canada, the country’s highest hohour.

Ratings dropped somewhat in 1990, but CBC
retained the show. The show has changed with
the times, often being the first to explore new
subject areas, but the fact that it has been so
successful can also attributed to the ability of
its makers to make science understandable,
interesting and entertaining to audiences who
differ widely in age, class, race and cultural
background.

- Janice Kaye

HOSTS/PRESENTERS

Lister Sinclair, Patterson lvey, Donald Hume,
John Livingston, David Suzuki

PRODUCERS

David Walker, John Livingston, James Murray,
Nancy Archibald, Norm Caton, Lister Sinclair
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improved to the point that the show  is practically
synonymous with the former fruit-fly geneticist. In
fact, its official title is now The Nature of Things
with David Suzuki, and the host is recognized
throughout Canada.

Some of the topics which the show has explored
over the years are the disintegration of books in
libraries, the disappearance of old-growth forests,
euthanasia, drugs in sports, chaos theory, the
history of rubber, the Penan tribe of Malaysia,
farmers’ use of pesticides, the use of animals in
research, forensic science, air crashes, the James
Bay hydro-electric project, endangered species,
lasers, global warming, and children’s toys. Many
individual shows have been produced under the
subject headings of endangered species,
dimensions of the mind, aspects and diseases of
the human body, the global economy and
international issues. The Nature of Things repeatedly
investigates controversial topics long before they
become popular in the general press: in 1972 it did
a show on acupuncture and in 1969 one on the
dangers of pollution. One show was accused of bias
by the forest industry and the Canadian Imperial
Bank of Commerce pulled its commercials from the
CBC. Another on the global economy and its effect
on the environment was also criticized by some
groups as being unbalanced. The Nature of Things,
however, has never been charged with shirking the
tough issues.

On the occasion of the 30th anniversary of The Nature
of Things in 1990, Suzuki wrote in The Toronto Star
that in the gimmicky world of television –land, where
only the new is exciting, “the longevity of a TV series
is just like the persistence of a plant or animal
species – it reflects the survival of the fittest.” In its
first 30 years, the program had only three executive
producers – John Livingston, James (Jim) Murray,
Nancy  Archibald, and then James Murray again
(from 1979 to the  present).

q

PROGRAMMING HISTORY

CBC

1960-1980 Weekly Half Hour
1980- Weekly One Hour

FURTHER READING

Stewart, Sandy . Here’s Looking at Us: A
Personal History of Television in Canada. Toronto:
CBC Enterprises, 1986.
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The Nature of David Suzuki
By

Dominique Blain
September 28.2004

As a child, David Takayoshi Suzuki could be found
in the creeks, ponds, valleys, and forests of the
British Colombia mountains.

His days were as free as the butterflies he chased
with the cheesecloth net his mother had weaved
him. Because his family was interned under the War
Measures Act during World War II, five-year-old
David couldn’t attend school.

It was during this free time in the mountains, he
says, that he “fell in love with nature.”

Sixty years later, his hair is grey but his eyes still
sparkle. Dr. David Suzuki is Canada’s foremost
science reporter and one of the country’s most
recognized figures.

He has received the UNESCO Kalinga Prize for the
Popularization of Science, a United Nations
Environmental Award, the Royal Bank Achievement

Award, 15 honorary degrees, three Geminis (“I’ve
lost them all, you know. I just never attended”) and
one ACTRA award-among others. This year, Suzuki
celebrates 25 years as the host of the CBC’s The
Nature of Things.

“It’s hard to believe,” he says, leaning back in a
black  leather chair in a Toronto hotel lobby. He wears
a denim shirt, jeans and a simple gold medallion
that hangs on a thin gold chain.

“It seems to have just gone by,” he says. “I’m very,
very pround to have been associated with this
series.”

The voice that soars across the table has the same
low, resonant tone The Nature of Things’ audience
has heard for decades from their  televisions’
speakers, but this time the delivery is offered with a
smile.

Dr. David Suzuki has been the host of  The Nature of Things for 25 year
and naturally good-looking forever. (Photo : Dominique Blain)
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The series and its host have witnessed and imparted
the knowledge of over 25 years of science. From
the first test-tube baby to the computer revolution,
from genetic engineering to the birth control pill:
Suzuki has seen and covered it all.

“We cover such a broad range of topics to inform
the Canadian public. The series is every bit as
relevant and important as it was 25 years ago,” he
says.

“We are doing a service to the Canadian public.

“I think [science] is a completely overlooked issue,”
he adds. His right hand bullets each point : “It’s
politics, it’s business, but it’s not science.” Science
is behind each of these fields, he says. It affects
the military, medicine, industry.

The Nature of Things, Suzuki says, is “trying to tell
Canadians what the hell is going on.”

Suzuki realized the power of television while teaching
genetics at the University of Alberta. Through the
university, he would occasionally host a Sunday
morning community television show. The university
enjoyed his work and asked him to do eight more
shows at $25 an episode.

But he was taken aback when his students
commented on the show during class: “Why is
anyone watching TV on a Sunday morning?” he
wondered.

And thus came the idea for The Nature of Things: “I
saw the opportunity for TV as a teaching tool. It just
came to me. I never dreamed of having a career in
TV.”

Rather, in high school  Suzuki contemplated a career
in entomology but was deterred by his peers’
comments. “Everyone said, ‘be realistic- how are
you going to make a living studying insects?’”

Because he was doing so well in school, he decided
to go into medicine and was accepted to the
University of Western Ontario.

But old loves die hard and at the last second he
decided to study biology at Amherst College.

Suzuki smiles as he recalls the story. His blue
clothes match the clear skies outside but stand out
against the posh, black marble room.

“My mother cried for weeks,” he says with a chuckle.
“Her son could have been a doctor and he ended up
studying insects.”

q
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An Interesting Profile on David Suzuki
Geneticist and Environmental Activist

Born : David T akayoshi Suzuki, Canada, 24 th March 1936
Famous for : Being the famous Canadian environmentalist and activist of the televisions series

“The Nature of Things”.
lives : Canada

Dr. David Suzuki  is a famous environmentalist and
geneticist from Canada that has brought much
attention to the environment through the popular
television series “The Nature of Things”. Suzuki has
used popular media to focus the worlds attention
on the environment and the damage that we as
humans are causing. Suzuki is the founder of the
David Suzuki foundation, an organization that also
promotes his beliefs, environmental research, and
challenges consumers to change their behaviors.
Suzuki was born on the 24th of March, 1936 in
Vancouver, Canada and has a twin sister. His family
descended from Japan, with his grandparent making
the move to Canada.

David Suzuki studied at the Amherst College in
Massachusetts, USA and received a PhD in zoology
in 1961 at the University of Chicago.

Suzuki went on to create some of the most popular
television programs relating to nature, the
environment, science, and people. Programs
includes “The Nature of Things”, “A Planet for the
Taking”, “The Secret of Life”, “It’s Matter of Survival”,
“From Naked Ape to Superspecies”, and the radio
program “Quirks and Quarks”.

The famous environmentalist is also the author of
more than 32 books and published columns
discussing science, the environment, and nature.

The David Suzuki Foundation is an organization set
up to educate and study various ways to care for,
protect, and restore the environment. The
organization has more than 40,000 members and
is a registered charity supported by donation and
grants. Major issues that the foundation focuses on

include climate change, global  warming,
ecosystem-based forestry, sustainable  fisheries,
aquaculture and biodiversity.

Quote taken from the David Suzuki
Foundation

“Nature is our home. And just as we take care of
our house, we also must take care of nature. But
nature takes care of us too. Nature cleans our
air and water, makes the soil that  grows  our
food and provides the resources to make all our
material goods. Unfortunately, with six billion of
us now living under one roof, we are gradually
eroding the services nature provides – even
though we depend on them for our quality of life
and our future.”

Suzuki has a list of ten simple things everyone
can do to make a real difference.
1. Reduce home energy use by 10%
2. Choose an energy-efficient home &

appliances
3. Don’t use pesticides
4. Eat meat-free meals one day a week
5. Buy locally grown and produced food
6. Choose a fuel-efficient vehicle
7. Walk, bike, carpool or take transit
8. Choose a home close to work or school
9. Support alternative transportation
10. Learn more and share with others

More details can be seen on each step at the Nature
Challenge Page on the David Suzuki Foundation
website.

David Suzuki  resides in Vancouver, Canada with
his wife (Dr. Tara Cullis) and two children.

q
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SHORT BIOGRAPHY
David Takayoshi Suzuki

This world-renowned genetics, broadcaster, and
environmentalist began his life in Vancouver. British
Columbia, on March 24, 1936. Being of  Japanese
ancestry, he and his family were interned during the
second half of World War Two. Starting in 1942,
David spent more than three of his most formative
years incarcerated. Perhaps though, this was the
very reason Suzuki became  one of the most
compassionate, thought provoking, articulate and
cultivated minds of our time.

After the war, the family moved east to Ontario and
Suzuki managed to finish his high schooling by the
age of 18, graduating from the London Central
Collegiate School in 1954. From here he moved onto
Amherst College in Massachusetts, USA, where
his undergraduate work netted him Bachelor of Arts
honours in 1958. This was the same year Suzuki
married his first wife Joane Sunahara, who came to
Canada from London, England. Then it was onto
the  University of Chicago where he graduated with
a Ph.D. in physics in 1961. His postdoctoral work
took him first to Colorado then to Tennessee. In 1962
he accepted an assistant professorship with the
department of genetics at the University of Alberta
in Edmonton. A year later found him returning home
to Vancouver, accepting the same position with the
department of zoology at the University of British
Columbia (UBC) in Vancouver. In 1965 he became
an associate professor, and then a professor
between 1969 and 1993.

In 1965 his first marriage ended, despite the fact
that the couple had three children. Suzuki had
become a workaholic, sometimes spending 15 hours
a day dedicated to his work. He would not, however,
make this mistake again. In the years after the
separation he was awarded an unprecedented four
consecutive E.W.R. Steacie Memorial Fellowship
grants for Outstanding Research Scientist in Canada
under the age of 35. His reign only ended when his
age surpassed the qualifications. Since 1993 his
role at UBC has been as associate of the
Sustainable Development Research Institute.

Compiling and listing the hundreds of other
achievements, academic honours, awards and

degrees that Dr.Suzuki has amassed is a daunting
task-my print-outs alone take up five pages.
Therefore you will find a link in today’s resources
(at the bottom of the page) to the David Suzuki
Foundation Web site, where you can “stroll” through
his incredible dossier. I will tell you briefly that he
was made an officer of the Order of Canada in 1976,
a Fellow of the Royal Society of Canada in 1978,
awarded the Medal of Honour in 1984, and awarded
the United Nations Educational Scientific and
Cultural Organization (UNESCO) Kalinga Award in
1986.

He really began to be a public figure in 1971 when
he appeared in the television series “Suzuki on
Science”. The next year he remarried, vowing to
dedicate as much time to his family as his work.
While still continuing his university teaching and
genetic work (which garnered him worldwide
recognition), Suzuki began a radio series entitled
“Quirks and Quarks”. With all of this  going on, family
matters still took precedent. In 1979 the Canadian
Broadcasting Corporation (CBC) began a television
series called “The Nature of Things”, which  still runs
today with Suzuki as host. Some of his academic
colleagues have criticized his broadcasting roles as
“a waste of time, energy and his talent”, but Suzuki
has ignored  these remarks, always convinced that
public awareness of science would contribute” to
both better science policies and an enriched culture”.
Suzuki believes that education of the individual and
thought does more good for the world as a whole,
regardless of scale, than any personal achievement
brings. Suzuki has written 32 books, of which 15
have been dedicated to children and his desire to
enlighten the youth of the world as soon as possible
in life. Today Suzuki is a world leader  in bringing to
the forefront of our society’s collective mind the
sustainable ecology of this planet. He lives in
Vancouver, where his foundation is headquartered,
with Dr. Tara Cullis, his wife of 29 years, and their
two children.

Source :
Facts Canada.ca -- Sunday Newsletter 2001-11Su.

q
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The Greatest Canadian
Top Ten Greatest Canadians - David Suzuki : Did You Know ?

David Takayoshi Suzuki and his twin sister Marcia
were born on March 24, 1936 to Setsu and Kaoru
Carr Suzuki. A third-generation Japanese-Canadian,
Suzuki’s material and paternal grandparents
emigrated to Canada at the turn of the contury.

Suzuki credits his father with inspiring his love of

nature, thanks to early father and son camping and

fishing trips. Suzuki continued the tradition with his

own kids, taking them camping at a young age in

the belief that it “reinforces a connection with the

environment and nature that can not be experienced

in urban settings.”

In his 1987 autobiography Metamorphosis: Stages

in a Life,  Suzuki calls his father “my inspiration,

my hero, my model.”

As a child Kaoru Carr Suzuki would instill in his son

the importance of being an expert public speaker

and a great dancer- two skills he believed most

Japanese lacked. Suzuki and his father practiced

speeches in the basement of their home in Ontario

until they were perfectly memorized. He says he

now uses the same memorization process for his

broadcast work.

In his autobiography, Suzuki also admits that he

inherited his father’s tendency to be “cantankerous,

opinionated and narrow-minded.”

Suzuki has five children, three from his first marriage

to his high school sweetheart, Joane and two from

his current marriage to Dr. Tara Cullis.

Suzuki says he fell in love with Joane at a dance in

1951. He married her in Aug. 1958 and had three

children, Tamiko, Troy and Laura.

In his autobiography Suzuki said that his marriage
to Joane tell apart because of his steadfast
dedication to his lab work and his refusal to sacrifice
it for more family time.

In December 1972, he married Tara Cullis and had
two daughters, Severn and Sarika.

In April 1942. Suzuki tather was sent to a labour
camp in Soisqua a small town in B.C.’s interior.
Two months later the government sold the family’s
dry-cleaning business and sent Suzuki, his mother
and two sisters to an internment camp in Siocan
City a ghost town several hundred kilometers away
from his father. His younger sister Dawn was born
in an abandoned hotel where they lived for the next
three years.

Though Suzuki is still angry about his family’s
treatment during the war the uprooting had little affect
on his academic progress. While attending school
at Slocan he jumped from grade one to grade four
over the space of one year.

Following the end of World War Two, Suzuki’s family
was sent to Ontario by the B.C. government, where
they lived in Islington, then in Leamington, where
his parents landed jobs at a dry-cleaning plant.

The Suzuki family found their new life difficult . At
one point the 11 year-old Suzuki and his mother
were working 11-hour days, picking fruit.

In 1949, the family moved to London, Ontario where
his mom and dad start work at Suzuki Brothers
Construction Company, run by his father’s brothers.
After considering several Canadian schools, Suzuki
decided to go to Amherst College, outside Boston,
in 1954 after they offer him a significant scholarship.
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The well-regarded liberal arts college was revelation
to  Suzuki, who said, “For the firs time in my life, I
had been immersed with students who challenged
me to excel in reaching for new ideas.”

Originally intending to attend medical school, in his
third year he enrolled in a genetics course and was
bowled over by the emerging field. He later said that
it was the first time in his life that he “sat in a class
completely enthralled, my mouth hanging open in
astonishment at the beauty of the insights.”

His honours research into the lives of fruit flies led
to a lifelong interest in genetics. He credits his ability
to explain the research to his parents as the
beginning of his interest in education. Most
scientists, he says in his autobiography “tend to
get caught up in fine details and try to qualify
everything to be accurate . Too often …the passion
and excitement are drained away.”

Suzuki graduated cum laude in 1958 with a B.A. in
Biology. He continued his graduate studies earning
a Ph.D. in Zoology at the University of Chicago in
1961.

Suzuki says his environmental awakening came
after reading Rachel Carson’s 1962 book Silent
Spring. In the book the environmentalist warned
about the dangers of pesticides damaging the fragile
ecosystem.

He carried this new found zeal with him to his
teaching job at the University of British Columbia in
Vancouver. From 1963 to 2001 he made a name for
himself both in and out of the classroom. He
contributed to the field of pest control by breeding a
fruit fly that perished in hot weather.

From 1969 to 1972, he was the recipient of the
prestigious E.W.R. Steacie Memorial Fellowship
Award for the “Outstanding Canadian Research
Scientist Under the Age of 35”.

His work on the radio show Quirks and Quarks would
pave the way for other popular science educators,
including Jay Ingram an current host Bob McDonald.

CBC’s The Nature of things began broadcasting in
1960 with host Dr. Donald Ivey. The half-hour show
covered topics such as the human brain and body,
the Aurora Borealis and discussed science fiction
with Isaac Asimov. Between  1961 and 1978 the
show had a number of hosts, including Dr. Patterson
Hume, Lister Sinclair and John Livingstone.

In 1962 Suzuki is busy working in his first
broadcasts for a university television show called
Your University Speaks.

Starting in 1974, Suzuki was the host of a half-hour
show sponsored by Science Magazine. In 1979 the
show merges with The Nature of Things, featuring
Suzuki as the new host.

In 2000, The Nature of Things with David Suzuki
was voted number one Canadian program in a
national survey.

A 1989 debate between Suzuki and Dr.  Philipe
Rushton, a psychology professor at the University
of Western Ontario, generates headlines. Rushton’s
controversial ideas about race and genetics are
dismissed by Suzuki, who insists that the
professor’s grant should be revoked and his job
terminated.

In 1999 Suzuki courts controversy among some
activists after he shows off his newly fit body in a
nearly nude photograph. The 63 year-old says he
was inspired to get back into shape after his daughter
mentioned seeing “six-pack” abs on a model in a
magazine.

Source : CBC.ca
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The Greatest Canadian
Top Ten Greatest Canadians - David Suzuki

A world-renowned geneticist,

academic and broadcaster,

Dr. David Suzuki has spent

the past 40 years educating

the public about environment

issues, both in the classroom

and over the airwaves.

After the war, Suzuki and his
family were relocated to
Ontario where they eventually
settled in London. A bright
student from a young age,
Suzuki enrolled in Amherst
College in Massachusetts on
a scholarship in 1954.

As the long-running host of CBC’s The Nature of

Things and the author of more than 30 books, Suzuki

has been called a ‘gladiatorial geneticist’ who mixes

education with entertainment to get his ideas across

to the public . Never one to step down from a fight,

the passionate and often controversial Suzuki has

earned a well-deserved reputation as an

environmental guru for two generations of Canadians.

David T.Suzuki and his twin sister Marcia were born

in Vancouver, B.C. in 1936. His early years were

spent living with his family in the back of their dry-

cleaning business in Marpole, a primarily white

neighbourhood. His father Kaoru “Carr” Suzuki, an

avid outdoorsman, helped shape Suzuki’s interest

in nature early by taking his son on camping and

fishing trips.

His life was uprooted in 1942 when the Suzuki family

was sent to an interment camp following the

Japanese attacks on Pearl Harbour. The next three

years of Suzuki’s life were spent living in an

abandoned hotel in a former gold rush town. On top

of the indignities he and his family experienced, he

also became a target for other Japanese youth for

his refusal to disavow his Canadian roots.

Originally intending to go on to medical school, a
third-year genetics  class altered his course after
he learned of the “detective story” behind genetics
research. After graduating from Amherst in 1958,
he earned his PhD in Zoology from the University of
Chicago before returning  to Canada, with his young
family in tow. He took on his first teaching jobs, at
University of Alberta in 1962, then at the University
of British Columbia the subsequent year.

It was around this time that he began appearing as
a guest on several TV shows, in part out of curiosity
and in part as an effort to drum up public support for
what he considered the woefully underfunded
sciences. After seeing what effect he was having,
he made the move to national broadcasting in 1971
as host of the weekly CBC Television show Suzuki
on Science. Four years later he founded CBC
Radio’s Quirks and Quarks, which gained a loyal
audience thanks to its irreverent attitude and use of
new headlines as the basis of its science stories.

In 1979, Suzuki became the host of The Nature of
Things, which became one of CBC Television’s most
popular and respected shows. In the three decades
since the award-winning program began, it has
featured in-depth documentaries on such topics as
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the birth of the human mind; the language of animals;
the pathology of psychopaths; medical marijuana;
the growth of big business farming; and the future of
the Arctic. A groundbreaking 1987 episode focused
on the emerging AIDS/HIV epidemic, providing many
Canadians with their first understanding of the
disease.

In 1990, he founded the David Suzuki Foundation, a
non-profit organization  dedicated to finding
innovative solutions to help conserve the natural
world. Most recently the organization  has  advocated
for Canada to back the implementation of the United
Nations Kyoto Protocol on greenhouse gas
reduction.

Suzuki has been awarded numerous recognitions,
including a UNESCO Prize for Popularization of
Science, a United Nations Environment Program

medal and an induction as an
Officer of the Order of
Canada. He has 15 honorary
doctorates  from universities
in Canada, the U.S. and
Australia. In addition,
Canada’s First Nations

people have honoured him with five native names
and he has been formally adopted by two tribes.

Now retired from teaching, Suzuki has dedicated
himself full-time to educating the public about the
importance of the natural world. It’s role that places
him alongside the likes of Carl Sagan and Jacques
Cousteau, and makes him one of the world’s most
effective ambassadors of science – and our future.

Source : CBC.ca
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DAVID SUZUKI QUOTES
Famous Quotations by David Suzuki

n If we want to move towards a low-polluting,
sustainable society, we need to get consumers
to think about their purchases.

David Suzuki – Thinking – Environment

n With the advent of industrial farming and the
green revolution, organic farming was relegated
to the status of “quaint” or “Old-fashioned” –
something practiced by hippies on communes,
certainly not by serious farmers.

David Suzuki – Organic Food

n Organic farming is rooted in ancient knowledge
passed down through generations. Long before
science could tell us why certain farming
methods would produce greater crop  yields,
organic farmers were learning the hard way
what worked and what didn’t – and sharing their
knowledge with others.

David Suzuki – Organic Food – Knowledge
– Science

n We are playing Russian roulette with features
of the planet’s atmosphere that will profoundly
impact generations to come. How long are we
willing to gamble?

David Suzuki – Environment – World-
Crazy

n Many organic practices simply make sense,
regardless of what overall agricultural system
is used. Far from being a quaint throwback to
an earlier time, organic agriculture is proving
to be a serious contender in modern farming
and a more environmentally sustainable system
over the long term.

David Suzuki – Environment –Organic
Food

n The terrible part of this looming catastrophe is
that people have been working on soulutions
for years and have developed concrete steps
to massively reduce our energy use, while
stimulating whole new industries and
technologies that are more efficient and
affordable.

David Suzuki – Environment – Science –
Problem

n We are upsetting the atmosphere upon which
all life depends. In the late ‘80s when I began
to take climate change seriously, we referred
to global warming as a “slowmotion
catastrophe” one we expected to kick in
perhaps generations later. Instead, the signs
of change have accelerated alarmingly.

David Suzuki – Environment – World –
Change

n The fact of the matter is that today, stuff-selling
mega-corporations have a huge influence on
our daily lives. And because of the competitive
nature of our global economy, these
corporations are generally only concerned with
one thing – the bottom line. That is maximizing
profit, regardless of the social or environmental
costs.

David Suzuki – Environment – Business –
Competitive

Source : quotemonk.com
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DAVID SUZUKI QUOTES

n People.. especially people in positions of
power - have invested a tremendous amount
of effort and time to get to where they are.
They really don’t want to hear that we’re the
wrong path, that we’ve got to shift gears and
start thinking differently.

David Suzuki – People – Power – Wrong
– Change – Thinking

n Our personal consumer choices have
ecological, social, and spiritual
consequences. It is time to re-examine some
of our deeply held notions that underlie our
lifestyles.

David Suzuki  – Environmental-Consumer-
Spiritual – Ecology – Social

n We no longer see the world as a single entity.
We’ve moved to cities and we think the
economy is what gives us our life, that if the

economy  is strong we can afford garbage
collection and sewage disposal and fresh food
and water and electricity. We go through life
thinking that money is the key to having
whatever we want, without regard to what it
does to the rest of the world.

David Suzuki – Environmental –
Consumer – World – Economy – Social-
Life-Money

n The human brain now holds the key to our
future. We have to recall the image of the
planet from outer space.. a single entity in
which air, water, and continents are
interconnected. That is our home.

David Suzuki  – People – Ecology – World
– Life – Intelligent

Source : woopidoo.com
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DAVID SUZUKI QUOTES
Spiritual Quotes

n And that, quite simply, is the issue. We live
in a finite world with finite resources. Although
it may sometimes seem quite big, earth is
really very small- - tiny blue and green oasis
of life in a cold universe.

n Everywhere we look, human activities are
tearing at the very fabric of life on Earth.

n With an estimated population of nine billion
people by 2050, we cannot continue to
consume resources at the same rate and
maintain our quality of life.

n The one thing I feel is very hopeful, however,
is the overwhelming participation of women in
the movement for change.

n What the hell are we going to leave for our
kids? What are they going to remember?

n To me, women are by far the most important
group. But I also think that elders are
extremely important.

n Aboriginal people are key because they have
a different sense of where we belong and how
we interact with nature.

Source : ascensiongateway .com
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DAVID SUZUKI
Gladiatorial Geneticist

David Suzuki is Canada’s preeminent science
broadcaster. He also carries a global reputation as
a geneticist, professor, public lecturer, and
environmental and civil rights activist.

The dozens of TV and radio series and specials
that Suzuki has hosted strike a layman’s balance
between education and entertainment . He is best
known as the long-time moderator of the highly
successful CBC TV science magazine show, The
Nature of Things, which airs in more than 40 nations.
His 1985 series, A planet for the Taking averaged
1.8 million viewers per episode and earned him a
United Nations Environment Program Medal (1988).

Described as “ one of the world’s most effective
popularizers of science, alongside Carl Sagan and
Jacques Cousteau,” Suzuki has considerable charm
and intelligence. His social consciousness is as
sharp as his piercing eyes. Jerry Bruckley observed
in International Wildlife, “He’s passionate, driven,
irreverent, brilliant, charismatic and controversial,
and usually in the same sentence.”

As a young zoology professor at the University of
British Columbia, Suzuki gained international
recognition for his research into temperature –
sensitive genetic mutations in fruit flies, work that
won him, for three years running (1969-71), the
E.W.R. Steacie Memorial Fellowship, presented to
Canada’s Best Young Scientist Under 35. Over the
years, Suzuki has delivered more than 500 lectures
around the world, has received no fewer than 11
honorary university degrees. Presented with the 1986
UNESCO Kalinga Prize for science writing, he joined
such celebrated company as Julian Huxley, Bertrand
Russell, and Margaret Mead.

A third-generation Japanese-Canadian, Suzuki, born
in Vancouver, British Columbia, on March 24, 1936,
was raised in the back of the family dry cleaner’s
shop. On weekly fishing and camping  trips, his
father  pointed out all the animals, birds, trees, and
planets they encountered. Suzuki later said, “These
activities shaped my interests for the rest of my
life.”

After geneticist and broadcaster David Suzuki became a noted world authority on the fruit fly ,
he devoted himself full-time to environmental concerns and, in doing so, popularized science

for millions. His latest volume, The Sacred Balance (1997), reinforces this theme.
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Like all Japanese – Canadians living on Canada’s
West coast, as a consequence of a war-time
measure by the federal government, the Suzukis
were sent, in 1942, to live in an internment camp at
Slocan, British  Columbia. Spending four years in
squalid conditions, he still excelled in school but
his inability to speak Japanese alienated him from
his peers. The whole experience left lasting scars.

His family relocated to Leamington, Ontario, after
the war. Here Suzuki turned his bedroom into a
naturalist’s haven stocked with fossils, rocks,
freshwater fish, insects, dead animals, etc. Upon
graduating from high school in London, Ontario, he
earned a scholarship to Amherst College in
Massachusetts; there, a first-year course in genetics
found him “astonished at the beauty of the insights,
and the elegance of mathematical precision absent
from most other areas of biology.” Graduating cum
laude in 1958 with a B.A. in Biology, he continued
his graduate studies, earning a Ph.D. in Zoology at
the University of Chicago in 1961. Suzuki’s doctoral
thesis examined the chromosomal crossover of the
fruit fly.

Shunning lucrative U.S. job offers in favour of an
assistant professor’s post at the University of
Alberta, he returned to Canada in 1962, moving on,
in 1963, to the University of British Columbia, where
he became professor of zoology at age 33. There
Suzuki successfully bred a mutant strain of fruit fly
that died when the temperature reached 29 degrees
C. This marked a breakthrough in biological pest
control as these heat-sensitive insects could now
be mated with ordinary fruit flies – which damage
crops and bother humans – to produce a generation
that would  die during the first hot spell.

His discoveries drew the attention of scientists
around the world, and , in 1968, Suzuki served as
Canadian delegate to the International Congress of
Genetics in Tokyo. By the early 1970s, a 20-plus
staff was working in his lab where he often slept at
nights on a hammock. Such dedication to research
cost Suzuki his first marriage in 1965. Moreover,

his increasing concerns about the potential negative
impacts on society of science and technology
prompted Suzuki, in the mid-70s, to abandon much
of his scientific research.

From 1974-79, Suzuki hosted the CBC radio show,
Quirks and Quarks (which is still going strong) and
the TV show, Science Magazine. Together, they were
reaching 1.5 million Canadian homes by 1977. By
1979, CBC merged Science Magazine with the
popular Nature of Things (already into its 15th
season), making Suzuki a global star. By 1984, The
Nature of Things was the CBC’s most-watched
program generating more foreign sales for the
network than any other CBC production.

With the 1985 airing of A Planet For the Taking and
the 1989 radio show, It’s Matter of Survival, Suzuki
assumed a more confrontational environmentalist
stance and said that the public “must take a strong
advocacy  position” to protect the earth lingering on
the edge of extinction. In 1990, he and his second
wife, Dr. Tara Cullis, founded the David Suzuki
Foundation, dedicate to developing “a world vision
of sustainable communities living within the planet’s
carrying capacity.” In 1992, Suzuki  and their
daughter Severn (then age 12) both spoke at the
landmark Earth Summit Conference  in Rio de
Janeiro.

Suzuki is the author of 18 books, including , with
A.F. Griffiths, An Introduction to  Genetic Analysis
(1976), one of the most-used genetics textbooks in
the U.S. He has also penned children’s books and
countless regular columns for Canadian
newspapers.

Suzuki’s many honours include being named
Outstanding Japanese – Canadian of the Year in
1972, winning a Canadian Human Rights Foundation
Award in 1975 and Governor General’s Award for
Conservation in 1985. Named an Officer of the Order
of Canda in 1976, Suzuki has claimed several
Gemini and ACTRA awards for his broadcast works.

Mike Beggs

Source : collections.ic.gc.ca
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David Suzuki
AUTHOR INTERVIEW

The Bookshelf talks with David Suzuki

by

Frank Diller
Dated : 25.11.2003

Renowned geneticist and broadcaster David Suzuki
is a one-man environmental movement. But the
author of more than 30 books, host of the Canadian
TV series The Nature of Things, weekly syndicated
columnist and founder and chair of his own
environmental organization (www.davidsuzuki.org)
knows that one person can do only so much.

In 1998,Suzuki wrote The Sacred Balance:
Rediscovering Our Place in Nature, a celebration of
humanity’s essential relationship to the natural world
and an end-of-century call to preserve the
environment for future generations. He recently
returned to the project with a four-part television
series (broadcast in September on PBS and now
available on DVD); a companion book to that series,
The Sacred Balance: A Visual Celebration of Our
place in Nature; and a Web site
(www.sacredbalance. com) featuring series
information and conservation suggestions.

Taking time out from his travels across Canada,
Suzuki fielded a set of e-mail questions from the
Scientists’ Bookshelf in early November.

In the Sacred Balance, you identify seven items
that are essential for human  beings: earth, air ,
fire, water , biodiversity , love and spirituality .
You transcend the st andard definitions of these
elements (for example, you describe love in
both biological and cultural terms) to offer a
more holistic approach to the environment.
What led you to this worldview?

In the late 1970s, I did an interview with a young
activist named Guujaaw, who is now president of
the Haida Nation. Guujaaw had led a battle against
clear-cutting in Haida Gwaii (Queen Charlottee
Islands, British Columbia) for several years. I knew
that the Haida had 80 percent  unemployment and
that many of the loggers were Haida. So I knew
they needed the jobs and asked what difference it
made if the trees were all logged. His answer was
that if the trees were all cut, then he wouldn’t be
Haida anymore, he’d just be like everybody  else.
With that simple reply, he opened a window on a
radically different way of looking at the world.

He was telling me that being Haida means being
connected to the land in a way very different from
the dominant society. In the years that followed, I
encountered many indigenous people in North and
South  America, Africa, Borneo, Papua New Guinea
and Australia, and always the sense of
connectedness to the land was the same. Native
people refer to the Earth as our mother and tell us
we are made of the four sacred elements: earth, air,
fire and water. On reflection, I realized that they are
absolutely right and that science corroborates their
insights. We are created by the air, water, earth
and sunlight. This is not some new scientific
breakthrough; it is simply recognition of ancient
knowledge.

I wrote that up in my book The Sacred  Balance,
and as I wrote, I realized that the miracle of life on
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this planet is that the web of life, biodiversity, is
responsible for creating, cleansing or replenishing
the four sacred elements. Plants created the oxygen-

rich atmosphere and continue to do so; trees, plants,
fungi and bacteria filter water and render it potable.

All of our food was once alive, and most come from
the soil, which in turn was created by life; and all of
our fuel – the energy in our bodies and in flame –

was created by photosynthesis. Our biological
nature dictates that we have an absolute need for

clean air, clean water, clean soil, clean energy and
the biodiversity to deliver those elements to us.

Abraham Maslow showed us that we have a nested
series of needs. Once we fulfill our immediate basic

biological needs, then our social needs emerge, and
the most fundamental need we have as social animals

is love. Children who are fed, clothed and sheltered
but are never hugged, kissed and told they are loved

are fundamentally crippled, physically and
psychically. They die like flies. We need love to learn
how to love, to empathize, to be a part of the human

family. To maximize that need, we have to have
strong families and communities free of chronic high

levels of unemployment, hunger, poverty, injustice,
insecurity, terror, war and genocide.

When we have met our social needs, then we need
spirit. We need to know that we are not in charge,

that we are a part of  the natural world and that
there are sacred places. I believe that if these needs

are not met, we cannot realize our full potential and
achieve happy, healthy, meaningful lives.

In your new book, you touch on the problems
associated with regulating a product before fully
underst anding it s environment al imp act. You
cite the risks caused by the pesticide DDT and
chlorofluorocarbons before noting that “There

is no reason to do ubt that geneti cally modified
organisms (GMOs) will also have unexpected
effects.”

As a geneticist, how would you approach the
development of genetically modified foods?

I am shocked at how little my colleagues in genetics
pay attention to history. They actually forget how
ignorant we are – that although we have achieved
incredible manipulative powers, we know next to
nothing about the real world in which those
manipulations will reverberate.

Science does not proceed in a linear fashion the
way we write up our grant applications, you know-
experiment A leads to experiment B to C to a cure
for cancer. So all of the supposed benefits of our
manipulations are purely speculative. We don’t know
how it will all turn out. And then when we create
new organisms, new products, and release them in
the wild, in our food, in our drugs, we simply don’t
know enough to anticipate what the consequences
will be.

I believe that until the science is mature – that is,
until we can take a completely specified sequence
of DNA, insert it at exactly a specified sequence in
a recipient and predict completely its behavior – the
science is not ready to be applied. When we can
do that, we won’t be able to publish, because we
publish  papers when we get results that we didn’t
expect. Last time I looked, the papers and journals
in biotech were exploding . To me, it indicates we
must not know a helluva lot. In any revolutionary
area, most of our current ideas are wrong. That’s
how science proceeds – by invalidating, altering and
discarding our current ideas. What we believed in
1961 when I graduated with a Ph.D. in genetics
seems ludicrous today, and so will today’s ideas in
20 years.

So what is the rush to apply ideas that will prove to
be irrelevant or wrong ? Money, of course.

How would you rate the environmental policies
of the current U.S. and Canadian
governments ?

I think the current U.S. government is the most
ecologically destructive government we’ve ever seen.
[President George W.] Bush has an agenda that
does not allow for the inclusion of scientific advice;
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his actions are based on ideology . So although

fossil fuels are finite, more than half in the United

States  comes from foreign governments, and there

are enormous repercussions for climate change.

Bush has taken the most shortsighted, self-

destructive policy going to ensure a continued supply

and dependence on foreign oil and exacerbation of

climate change. What is egregious is the way

information is being twisted to exclude serious

scientific discussion.

Canada’s record is not that great, but to his credit,

Prime Minister Jean Chrétien did ratify the Kyoto

Protocol despite enormous pressure from the United

States not to.

In the new book, you describe how your

childhood explorations of a swamp introduced

you to biology , and you note that “The endless

variety and surprise of nature that enthralled

me as a boy have been replaced by the glitter

of our own creations – electronic games,

shopping malls, and the virtual world of the

Internet.” Your foundation (www .davi

dsuzuki.org) and TV series  (www.sacred

balance.com) have  established their own

virtual spaces. What are the potential benefits

and drawbacks of this technology for the

environment movement?

If the series can capture excitement that leads to

an axploration of the real world, I would be delighted.

The problem is that television is a virtual world. Even

the best nature programs are not reflections of the

real world, they are fabrications. We send a

cameraman to remote places to try to get the best

shots over a period of months. Those shots are

edited together to give an impression of nature on

steroids, hopped up with exciting action.  But in the

real world, nature needs time to reveal herself.

Television cannot tolerate that time, so we create a
nature for viewers that doesn’t exist and expectations
that nature cannot deliver.

In the i ntroduction to The Sacred Balance
(1998), you write:

[T] his has been the decade in which the media
have dismissed environmental issues as matters
of minor interest… The media mantra, repeated
over and over , is that the real bottom line must
be the marketplace, free trade and the global
economy . When the media are dominated by
wealth and large corporate interests, this
economic faith is like religious dogma and is
seldom challenged.

Do you think that media coverage of the
environment has changed over the last five
years?

Yes, programs and articles are fewer and fewer and
more superficial.

Folks in media have the attention span of a
hummingbird and are bored with what they see as
repetitive environmental stories. The problem, too,
is that stories are reported as if there is no
connection between them. So a drought in southern
Alberta, forest fires in northern Alberta, pine beetle
outreaks in British Columbia (winters are too warm
to kill them) and smog in Toronto are stories that
are reported as if there is no connection.

Are there stories that are being covered
effectively?

No. Compare coverage of the World Scientist’s
Warning to Humanity (November 1992), in which
more than half of all Nobel laureates suggested we
may have as little as 10 years to avoid an ecological
catastrophe, with coverage of O.J. Simpson,
Princess Diana and Bill and Monica.

What do you think are some of the most
important stories not being covered by the
media?

I think there is not enough of a critical analysis of
the fact that the way the economists see the world
is destructive. Economists “externalize” most of the
natural world – biodiversity, ozone layer, fossils,
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water, topsoil and so on. The “services” performed
by nature are not accounted for in our economic
system, so that a tree, for example, is seen as
having no value until money is spent to watch it
(ecotourism) or cut it down. Economics is based
on the enormous creativity and productivity of human
beings, and so it is assumed that steady growth is
possible (which it is not) and necessary ! No one
asks the important questions, such as what is an
economy for, how much  is enough, is it providing
what people really need.

What do you consider to be the highlights of
your various careers as a broadcaster , scientist
and writer?

My highlight as a scientist was establishing that
temperature-sensitivity is a useful property of

mutations in Drosophila, which allowed all kinds of

experiments to be done in neurobiology and

development.

In broadcasting, A Planet for the Taking and The

Sacred Balance are television series of which I am

very proud. In radio, It’s A Matter of Survival and

From Naked Ape to Superspecies were important

series, as was Quirks and Quarks, the long-running

weekly radio series that I originated and hosted.

As a writer, I am very proud to have been a weekly

columnist for 12 years and to have never missed a

deadline. The columns became collections that were

best-sellers (four in all). I am proud of every book

I’ve ever published.

Source : americanscientist.org
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David Suzuki on the Impact of Humanity
An Interview with Bill Moyers

Overview

In his interview with Bill Moyers, David Suzuki
discusses the question of what humans are doing
to our air, our soil and our water. He points out tthat
the consequences of our actions are not yet clear,
but that undoubtedly, future generations will see the
effects of environmental stress. In his most recent
television series, THE SACRED BALANCE, Suzuki
discusses how human being are intimately
connected to all life processes on Earth.

One of the problems many scientists attribute to
human activity is global warming. A study by the
JOURNAL IN GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH
published in January 2002 showed that human
activity has affected the Earth’s surface temperature
during the last 130 years, and that the shift is not
over. While Earth’s global temperature during the
last ice age, more than 15,000 years ago, was only
3 to 5 degrees Celsius (5 to 9 degrees  Fahrenheit)
cooler than it is now, northern hemispheric
temperature may increase by up to 3.5 degrees
Celsius (6.3 degrees Fahrenheit) during the next
century alone. On the Environmental News Network,
a section on Global Warming and Climate Change
expresses the fears of some scientists, warning:

More frequent and extreme weather events
can be expected, including floods, heat
waves, windstorms, droughts and disruption
in water supplies. As a result, serious
diseases like malaria and yellow fever will
spread. Natural resource industries such as
agriculture, fishing and forestry will be

impacted. As polar ice caps melt and sea
level rise, entire island nations will disappear.
Coastal flooding with leave hundreds of
thousands homeless – mostly in poor,
developing countries.

Other affects of human behavior on the Earth are so

profound that they are visible from space.

Photographer Emmet Gowin has been taking the

measure of the human footprint on the earth.  His

stunning aerial photographs appear in a NOW photo

essay, Changing the Earth.

In addition, NASA’s Visible Earth  is a searchable

directory of images, visualizations, and animations

of the Earth. And NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC

presents a continuing series on satellite  imagery

called Eye in the Sky, which discusses human

impact in relation to floods and dams, ozone and

pollution, deforestation and desertification, and

overpopulation with vivid graphic support.

NOW’s coverage of the World Summit on

Sustainable Development in Johannesburg, South

Africa in August 2002 includes a briefing on critical

issues discussed by the world’s leading scientists,

with facts and figures on Population and

Development, Poverty and Hunger, Health, Energy,

Water and Genetic Diversity.

The following web sites offer more opportunities to

track the extent of human impact on our natural

resources:
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Water Resources of the United States

Water is essential for life. The U.S. Geological
Survey (USGS) operates in every State with the goal
to provide water information through publications,
data, maps, and applications software. One of the
features of the site is the Waterwatch, including a
“real-time streamflow” map  tracking short-term
changes (over several hours) in rivers and streams.

Human Impacts on the Landscape

Over the last 150 years, humans have has a large
impact on the landscape of the southwestern United
States. Agriculture, forestry, and urbanization have
modified the land and diverted its resources for
human use. Population growth has accelerated in
the last few decades, and the increasing number of
people may both expand these impacts and make
the landscape more vulnerable to climatic variations.
This site, also from the USGS provides a list of
issues and discussion topics by linking to articles
and reports.

EPA Bioindicators

After much careful study, environmental scientists
have determined that the presence, condition, and
numbers of the types of fish, insects, algae, and

plants can provide accurate information about the

health of a specific river, stream, lake, wetland, or

estuary. These types of plants and animals are called

biological indicators. This site from the EPA studies

the stress on bioindicators to understand current

conditions, changes over time, and cumulative

effects on the nation’s waters.

Population and the Planet

This site explores population issues  in considerable

detail, asking the question, “Who Cares About

Population, Anyway?” in an introductory chapter.

Also featured are a “60 Second Tour,” and chapters

exploring the history of world population, key trends

and indicators, the effect of population on the

environment, economy, and society , and much

more.

United Nations Division for Sustainable

Development

The Division for Sustainable Development is

responsible for servicing the Commission on

Sustainable Development for follow-up of the

implementation plans developed during the world
summit on sustainable development.

Source : pbs.org

q
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Great Inspirations – David Suzuki

David Suzuki tends towards emphasizing the
destructive consequences of scientific discovery and
the shortcomings of modern science. On the other
hand, he is a world-esteemed geneticist  with a string
of degrees. I like the fact that he has managed to
take a look over his shoulder at science. While still
keeping his foot in the arena – a kind of self-
regulation. I also like the way he emphasizes that
science can be much more than it is now, rather
than  simply ruling it as inadequate and missing the
point.

David pointed out that scientific analysis tends to
look at the world in fragmented pieces…take one
aspect of nature, isolate it from everything else,
control everything impinging on it and measure
everything that happens. From here, add all the
isolated snapshots of nature together and what do
you get? A fractured mosaic rather than the big
picture.

He wrote about the mosaic view of science in his
book Investing  the Future (1990) which was full of
ideas which reflected my own fledgling thoughts. I
admired the way he questioned the infinity of
scientific knowledge and recognized that science
has a responsibility as well as an important role in
the world-that scientific discoveries can have
profound social consequences!

Suzuki’s personal odyssey towards evaluating the
role of science in our society had its beginning  in
childhood. During the second  world war  David
Suzuki and his family were stripped of all rights of
Canadian citizenship for sharing genes with ‘the
enemy’ – despite being 2nd  and 3rd generation

Canadians! It was also in his childhood that he
developed a real love of nature through father-son
camping and fishing trips. Lots of fishing trips – the
number of pictures of ‘David with caught fish’ in his
autobiography Metamorphosis is amazing.

The college-age David Suzuki planned to take his
love of science down the medical path. However,
somewhere along the way to medical school, he
was seduced by fruit flies and genetics and ended
up in the lab. Genetics totally absorbed him and he
loved pure research – the lab was his favorite place
to be! It was as a grown – up geneticist, that he
remembered his childhood experience of being
judged because of his genes. He began to assess
the impact of genetics on society and then gradually
to consider the nature of scientific discovery  and
the limits of scientific knowledge.

Since then, David Suzuki has gone a step further
towards developing a holistic approach to science
– acknowledging that science has relegated some
aspects of life to the margins of our values and
experiences. Big on accountability and
responsibility, he has also moved towards  the
integration of other sources of knowledge with
science – from elders and indigenous populations.
He is now foremost an environmentalist, and an
educator, and has written many books as well as
writing newspaper columns, doing radio shows and
TV shows. Recently he set up the David Suzuki
Foundation as a grass –roots education center.
However, for me his greatest impact has been in
not only acknowledging the limits of science but in
suggesting that science can also expand.

Source :
www.abc.net.au/science/slab/inspire/suzuki.htm

q
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David Suzuki Foundation

Type Non-profit

Founded Vancouver, British Columbia (1991)

Headquarters Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada

Key peop le Peter Robinson, CEO

Industry Environmental Policy and Education

Website www.davidsuzuki.org

(http://www.davidsuzuki.org/)

The David Suzuki Foundation  is an environmental
organization based in Vancouver, British Columbia,
Canada. It is a non-profit organization that is
incorporated in both Canada and the United States,
and is funded by over 40,000 donors. The Foundation
describes its goal as to:

Work towards balancing human needs with
the Earth’s ability to sustain all life. Our goal
is to find and communicate practical ways to
achieve that balance.

Its origins lie in a 1989 “think-tank” retreat on Pender
Island, British Columbia that was organized by David
Suzuki  and Tara Cullis. A dozen concerned
individuals were invited, and inspired by those
discussions the Foundation was incorporated on
September 14, 1990. It officially  opened its doors
on January 1, 1991 . It is a federally registered
Canadian charity supported entirely by Foundation
grants and donations. It does not accept any
government funding, except from the National
Sciences and Engineering Research Council of
Canada.[1] It is also not a funding body for other
organizations. Currently the Foundation employs
roughly fifty staff members.[2] The Foundation’s CEO
is Peter Robinson, formerly the head of Mountain
Equipment Co-op.

Programs

The Foundation focuses its work on the following
four program areas:[3]

n Oceans and sustainable fishing,
n Climate change and clean energy,
n Sustainability , and
n The Nature Challenge

As part of its work the Foundation publishes
newsletters, scientific studies, research reports,
books, information kits, brochures, and news
releases. It also has two ongoing programs to help
reach its goals, the first is the Nature Challenge
and the second is Sustainability Within A
Generation.

David Suzuki’ s Nature Challenge

As a mechanism to promote public awareness and
action with regard to the Foundation’s four focuses,
the Foundation created the Nature Challenge
program. In consultation with the Union of Concerned
Scientists the Foundation researched the most
effective ways to help conserve nature and improve
our quality of life, and invited the public to embrace
them in their daily lives. Their list is:
n Reduce home energy use by 10%
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n Choose an energy –efficient home & appliances

n Don’t use pesticides

n Eat meat-free meals one day a week

n Buy locally grown and produced food

n Choose a fuel-efficient vehicle

n Walk, bike, carpool or take transit

n Choose a home close to work or school

n Support alternative transpiration

n Learn more and share with others

As of November 2007, over 360,000 individuals had
taken David Suzuki’s Nature Challenge.[4] Many
famous Canadians are taking David Suzuki’s Nature
Challenge, including Nelly Furtado, Sam Roberts,
Margaret Atwood, Robert Munsch, Larry Campbell,
and David Miller.

Sustainability Within a Generation

“Canada vs the OECD : An Environmental
Comparison”, a 2001 report published by University
of Victoria Eco-Research Chair of Environmental Law
and Policy Staff and authored by David R. Boyd,
environmental lawyer and coauthor of the forthcoming
book David Suzuki’s Guide to Helping the Planet[5],
examined 25 environmental  indicators, ranks
Canada 28th out of the 29 OECD nations. The
foundation and Boyd created a separate report,
“Sustainability within a Generation”, that addresses
Canada’s capacities to improve sustainability and
environmental conservation. The foundation believes
this can be best accomplished by improving
efficiency, eliminating  waste and pollution, and
building sustainable cities.

In February 2004, Suzuki met with the then Prime
Minister of Canada Paul Martin to present the
Foundation’s report on how sustainability could be
achieved within a generation.

Criticism

List of donors

During an interview on the John Oakley Show in
Toronto, Suzuki stated that his foundation is funded

by ordinary people and corporations had not been
interested in funding the foundations.[6]

Executive Director of the Institute for Canadian
Values, Joseph C. Ben-Ami, citing this statement
in his article “Global warming charlatan” notes that
the foundation’s  2005-2006 annual report [7] lists 52
corporations, including Bell Canada, Toyota, IBM,
McGraw-Hill Ryerson, Scotia Capital, Warner Bros.,
Canon and the Bank of Montreal, amongst its 40,000
donors. Other corporate donors include EnCana
Corporation, a world leader in natural gas production
and oil sands development, and ATCO Gas, Alberta’s
principal distributor of natural gas, and OPG which
is one of the largest suppliers of electricity in the
world operating 5 fossil fuel – burning generation
plants and 3 nuclear plants.[8]

Tom Brodbeck of Sun Media says on the same issue
that “when Suzuki criticizes other scientists for
allegedly being funded by oil companies, when he
himself receives funding from a natural gas
distributor, I think it’s a bit hypocritical.”[9]

The David Suzuki Foundation does accept some
corporate donations. However these are, as Suzuki
suggests, a very small part of the Foundation’s
operating budget. Three-quarters of the Foundation’s
40,000 supporters have donated less than $500.[7]

Political involvement

Columnist Licia Corbella of The Calgary Sun writing
about Suzuki meeting with Calgary elementary
school students, states that the speech “was
essentially urging those listening not to vote
conservative. That makes his message partisan and
should exempt the David Suzuki Foundation from
receiving tax deductible status.”[10]

However, Suzuki makes a distinction between what
he says as an individual and what the Foundation
says. For example, he has called Ottawa’s plan to
fight global warming a “national embarrassment” and
has said of the government’s energy policy: “ it’s
not a strategy, it’s sham.” He makes it clear that
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this is his personal opinion and has “nothing to do
with [his] foundation.” [11] On the other hand, as Lloyd
Alter notes in an article in Treehugger, in Canadian
law, charities are permitted to comment on politics:

“Charities have wide latitude to comment on
politics, provided they don’t endorse parties
or candidates and can devote up to 10 per
cent of their resources for non-partisan
political activities…this spending  can be
undertaken ‘to influence law, policy, and
public opinion on matters related to its
charitable purpose.” Among the permitted
activities, groups can meet with elected
officials, hold conferences, workshops,
lectures and rallies, and mount letter writing
campaigns about issues.”[11]

“Certainly I try very, very hard not to be partisan,”
Suzuki states, “but I still will criticize government
for policy. I think that’s the right of all people.”[11]
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David Suzuki Foundation

Books and Audio : Complete List
***Denotes Children’ s Books/T ape

1976 : AN INTRODUCTION TO GENETIC
ANALYSIS;  Suzuki, D.T. & A.J.F.
Griffiths
W. H. Freeman and Co.,
San Francisco, CA., U.S.A.
2nd  edit. 1981; 3rd edit. 1986; 4th edit.
1989; 5th edit. 1993; 6th edit. 1996
This is the most widely used genetics
textbook in the U.S. and has been
translated into Italian, Spanish, Greek,
Indonesian, Arabic, French and
German.

1985*** : LOOKING AT PLANTS;  Suzuki. D.T.,
with B. Hehner.
Stoddart Publishing, Toronto, Canda
Also published in Quebec, Denmark,
Australia, Spain, Portugal and U.S.A.

1986*** : LOOKING AT INSECTS; Suzuki, D.T.,
with B. Hehner.
Stoddart Publishing, Toronot, Canda
Also published in Quebec, Denmark,
Australia, Spain, Portugal, U.S.A.

1986*** : LOOKING AT SENSES; Suzuki, D.T.,
with Hehner, B.
Stoddart Publishing, Toronot, Canda
Also published in Quebec, Denmakr,
Australia, Spain, Portugal, U.S.A.

1986*** : EGG CARTON ZOO; Haas, R., Blohm,
& D.T. SUZUKI
Oxford University Press, Toronto,
Canda

1986 : SCIENCESCAPE : THE NATURE OF
CANADA; Suzuki , D.T., Blohm, H. &
Harris, M. Oxford  University Press,
Toronto, Canda

1986 : BRITISH COLUMBIA : FRONTIER
FOR IDEAS; Suzuki, D.T. & Cullis, H.
Western Education Development
Group, Vancouver, Canda

1986 : FROM PEBBLES TO COMPUTERS:
THE THREAD ;  Suzuki, D.T., Beer, S.
Blohm, H.
Oxford University Press, Toronto,
Canada

1987*** : LOOKING AT THE BODY; Suzuki, D.T,
with Hehner, B.
Stoddart Publishing , Toronto , Canada
Also published in Australia, Spain,
Portugal, U.S.A.

1987 : METAMORRPHOSIS : STAGES IN A
LIFE, Suzuki , D.T.
Stoddart Publishing, Toronto, Canada
Also published inAustralia, Spain

1987 : DAVID SUZUKI TALKS ABOUT AIDS
: Suzuki, D.T., Thalenberg, E.,
Knudtson, P. General Publishing
Paperbacks, Toronto, Canada

1988 : GENETHICS ; THE ETHICS OF
ENGINEERING LIFE;  Suzuki, D.T.,
Knudston, P.
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Stoddart Publishing, Toronto, Can.
Also published in U.S.A., Australia,
England

1988*** : LOOKING AT WEATHER; Suzuki,
D.T. with Hehner, B.
Stoddart Publishing , Toronto, Canada
Also published inAustralia, Spain,
U.S.A.

1989*** : LOOKING AT THE ENVIRONMENT ;
Suzuki , D.T. with Hehner, B.
Stoddart Publishing, Toronto, Canada
Also published in Australia, U.S.A.,
Quebec

1989 : INVENTING THE FUTURE; Suzuki,
D.T. Stoddart Publishing, Ltd., Toronto,
Canada
Also published in Australia, England

1990*** : DID YOU KNOW…ABOUT LIGHT
AND SIGHT; Suzuki, D.T., Suzuki, L.,
Cook, P. General Publishing, Toronto,
Canada
Also Published in Australia

1990*** : DID YOU KNOW…ABOUT INSIDES
AND OUTSIDES;  Suzuki, D.T., Suzuki,
L., Cook, P.
General Publishing, Toronto, Canda
Also published in Australia

1991*** : DID YOU KNOW …ABOUT FOOD
AND FEEDING; Suzuki, D.T., Suzuki,
L., Cook, P.
General Publishing, Toronto, Canada
Also published in Australia

1991*** : DID YOU KNOW…ABOUT SHAPES
AND SIZES; Suzuki, D.T. , Suzuki, L.,
Cook., P
General Publishing, Toronto, Canada
Also published  in Australia

1990 : IT’S A MATTER OF SURVIVAL;
Suzuki, D.T., Gordon, A.
Stoddart Publishing, Toronto, Canada
Also published in Australia, England,
U.S.A., Montreal

1992 : WISDOM OF THE ELDERS;  Suzuki,
D.T., Knudtson, P.
Stoddart Publiushing, Toronto, Canda
Also published in U.S.A., Australia

1993*** : NATURE IN THE HOME; Suzuki, D.T.
Stoddart Publishing, Toronto, Canda

1993 : THE SECRET OF LIFE; Suzuki, D.T.,
Levine, J.
WGBH Educational Foundation,
Boston, MA., U.S.A.
Also published in Germany

1993 : TIME TO CHANGE;  Suzuki, D.T.
Stoddart Publishing, Toronto,Canada
Also published  in Australia

1994 : CRACKING THE CODE; Suzuki, D.T.,
Levine, J. Allen & Unwin Pty Ltd.
Australia

1994*** : IF WE COULD SEE THE AIR;  Suzuki,
D.T.
Stoddart Publishing, Toronto, Canada

1995*** : THE BACKYARD TIME DETECTIVES;
Suzuki, D.T.
Stoddart Publishing, Toronto, Canada

1996 : THE JAPAN WE NEVER KNEW;
Suzuki, D.T., Oiwa, K.
Stoddart Publishing, Toronto, Canada
Also published in Australia, U.S.A.

1997 : A GLIMPSE OF CANADA ’S FUTURE;
Suzuki, D.T., Battle, E., Stipdonk, B.
David Suzuki Foundation, Vancouver,
Canada
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1997 : THE SACRED BALANCE:
REDISCOVERING OUR PLACE IN
NATURE; Suzuki, D.T., McConnell, A.
David Suzuki Foundation & Greystone
Books, Vancouver, Canada
Also published fin Australia, U.S.A.,
England

1998 : EARTH TIME;  Suzuki, D.T.
Stoddart Publishing, Toronto, Canada

1998*** : TREE SUITCASE, Suzuki, D.T.
Sommerville House, Toronto, Canada

1999 : FROM NAKED APE TO
SUPERSPECIES; Suzuki, D.T.,
Dressel, H.
Stoddart Publishing, Toronto, Canada
* to be published Fall 1999

1999*** : YOU ARE THE EARTH ;  Suzuki, D.T.,
Vanderlinden, K.
David Suzuki Foundation & Greystone
Books, Vancouverf, Canada
* to be published Fall 1999

LPs / TAPES / CDs

1982 : EARTHWATCH
Setf of 4 LPs

1987 : VOICES OF SCIENCE (Cassettes)

CBC Enterprises, Toronto, Canada

1989 : IT’S A MATTER OF SURVIVAL

(Cassettes)

CBC Toronto, Canada (5-part radio

series)

1990*** : CONNECTONS: FINDING OUT

ABOUT THE ENVIRONMENT

(Cassettes)

Stoddart Publishing, Toronto, Canada

and

Allen & Unwin, Australia, 1991

1995*** : AMAZING JOURNEY: CHILDREN

SING TO THE BEAT OF THE EARTH

(Cassettes, CDs)

Oak Street Music Inc., Winnipeg,

Canada

1999 : FROM NAKED APE TO

SUPERSPECIES

CBC Toronto, Canada (8 part radio

series)

q
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The Challenge for the New Millennium
by

David T. Suzuki

As we reflect upon the recent dawning of a new
millennium and the important challenges our species
faces at this unique point in time, it might be
worthwhile to examine what progress, or rather lack
of progress, was make last century in terms of our
relationship with the earth.

Ten years ago the Worldwatch Institute designated
the 1990s the “Turnaround Decade” to emphasize
the fact that it was urgent that we abandon our
ecologically destructive ways within ten years if we
were to avoid a catastrophic collision with the
planet’s life support systems. As if to punctuate
that pronouncement, the largest gathering of heads
of state ever to assemble in human history, converged
for the Earth Summit in Rio in 1992 to sign Agenda
21, a plan to turn humanity onto the road to
sustainability.

Now as we embark upon a New Year, century and
millennium, it is important to recognize that our
1990’s consumption patterns actually accelerated
the degradation of the planet’s life support systems.
If we look at the  loss of topsoil, forests, fish and
ozone, alteration of the atmosphere, water pollution
and the ubiquitous spread  of toxic pollutants, the
state of the world is far more perilous now than it
was in 1990.

In the past 100 years, the world has been
transformed by improvements in health,
transportation and material convenience and wealth.
Most people alive  today  were born after 1950, so
their  entire lives have  been during this period of
spectacular growth and change that is without

precedent in the entire history of our species. As a
result, most people today only know that change is
a constant and predictable part of their lives. Indeed,
we are hooked on change- we expect and demand
it. But those changes  come at a cost- that have
impacted on and altered the nature of traditional
families, communities, business and ecosystems
and substituted and outpouring of consumer goods.

I grew up in southern Ontario in a town called
London that had a population of 70,000 when we
moved there in 1949. My teen years were spent
fishing for food in the Thames River, Watching foxes
and skunks on my grandparents’ farm at the edge
of the city and experiencing magic moments in a
beloved swamp near our house. Today London
boasts a population of 300,000 that is still growing
steadily and supports a strong economy. The
Thames is now so polluted no one would think of
fishing in it, let alone eating a fish that lives in it. My
grandparents’ farm only grows high rise apartment
buildings while my enchanted swamp is now covered
with a huge shopping plaza and parking lot. Today’s
youth must find their pleasure and inspiration in
shopping malls, video games and the Internet.

I am perplexed and humiliated by the fact that in
the past  forty years, the average size of a Canadian
family has decreased by 50% while in that same
period, the average size of a Canadian home has
doubled. So each  occupant of a house today has
four times as much space. In Texas, entire
subdivisions are devoted to houses with 4 to 6 car
garages! Apparently we need all of this space to fill
it with stuff, all of which is coming from the Earth.
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The global economy  since 1950 has expanded six

fold, but are we six times more fulfilled or happy? If

we were dying of old age and reflecting back on the

joys of our lifetime, would we think about all of the

stuff we owned like big houses, cars and TV sets?

I doubt it. Surely we would revel in family, friends,

and community and the meaningful activities and

interactions we shared with them.

And what of our sense of place, of belonging in a

larger community of life? I travel a lot to different

parts of the world and wherever I go, I try to meet

elders so I can ask them what it was like when they

were young. And everywhere the answer begins the

same way – “ It  used to be so different…” They go

on to describe  the fish, insects, birds or trees that

were once abundant and no longer are. But there

isn’t empty space waiting for displaced  species  of

plants and animals  to occupy  and fill up. Earth is

fully occupied and fully developed. If plants and

animals are no longer found in an area, chances

are, they’re  gone. Rachel Carson warned in her

prescient  classic, “Silent Spring”, those other

species that are our companions and genetic kin,

share the air, the soil and the water with us.

Somehow that web of biodiversity cleanses and

replenishes the very  things that sustain us. If the

source of our  survival and livelihood is disappearing,
why do we not pay attention and realize that we too
will be affected?

The challenge for the new millennium cannot be to
increase consumption  or material wealth in the
industrialized world. The president of the World Bank
recently informed us that 1.3 billion human beings
today live on less than $1 a day while 3 billion live
on less than $3! We in the rich countries suffer from
the consequences of hyperconsumption – obesity,
diabetes, alienation, violence, family and community
breakdown, etc. Our challenge is to find ways of
living more meaningfully as social and spiritual
animals, to rediscover communities and caring,
sharing and cooperating in ways that bind us
together. We must reconnect with our biological
roots that will teach us that without clean air, clean
water, clean soil, clean energy and a diverse mix of
species around us, our lives will be fundamentally
impoverished if not imperiled.

David T . Suzuki, PhD, an Advisory Board
member of CNAD, has been Prof of Zoology at
the Uni. of British Columbia since 1969 and is
an Associate with the Sustainable Development
Research Institute. Dr . Suzuki is the host of the
CBC’s  “The Nature of Things” and “A Planet
for the Taking”; a past recipient of UNESCO’s
Kalinga Prize for Science, the UN Environmental
medal and UNEP’s Global 500; as well as co-
author of The Sacred Balance: Rediscovering Our
Place in Nature (1998) and Wisdom of  the Elders:
Honoring Sacred Native Visions of Nature (1992).

q
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Dr. David Suzuki to Receive
2004 Lindbergh Award

It is an honor, a privilege, and a delight to present
this year’s Lindbergh Award to Dr. David Suzuki,
who not only embodies our Foundation’s philosophy
of balance between nature and technology, but also
brings to this philosophy his own deep intelligence
and warm humanity, with an eloquence that
communicates his message and ours worldwide,”
said Foundation President Reeve Lindbergh. Dr.
Suzuki’s work on behalf of the environment has taken
him around the globe, and it is this work that makes
him an outstanding choice for the 2004 Lindbergh
Award. He will accept the award at The Explorers
Club on Tuesday evening, May 4.

Like so many of our Lindbergh Awardees, Dr.
Suzuki’s profound respect for nature came about
during his childhood. Although he is a third
generation citizen of Canada, he and his family were
moved to a camp in the Canadan Rockies during
World War-II because of their Japanese heritage.
With no teachers in the camp, he spent his days
exploring the mountains, fishing, and watching bear
and wolves.

Today, Dr.Suzuki has a highly distinguished career
in science, broadcasting, journalism,

serves as volunteer chairman of the David Suzuki
Foundation, which address the issues of climate
change, forest and wild lands, oceans and fishing.
As a result of his extensive work on behalf of the
environment, he has received UNESCO’s Kalinga
Prize for Science, The United Nations Environmental
Medal, and the United Nations Environment
Program’s award. He also received the Global 500
award and holds 12 honorary degrees.

Using science and education to protect the balance
of nature and our quality of life, the David Suzuki
Foundation seeks out and commissions the best,
most up-to-date research to help reveal ways we
can live in balance with nature. One highly successful
program is the Nature Challenge, which invites
people to take responsibility for themselves and their
environment by committing to choose three of the
top 10 most effective ways people can conserve
nature, and doing them over the course of a year.
“In our busy lives most of us have forgotten that it is
nature that supports everything that we do,” says
Suzuki. As of February 16,2004, more than 101,000
individuals has signed on to take the Nature
Challenge.

Dr. Suzuki is perfectly suited for his calling. He uses
a common sense approach to communicating the

delicate balance that exists between people and

the environment, which supports all life, and has a

gift for explaining complex scientific subjects in
common terms.

The Golden Rule Applies to Everyone and
Everything

“Do onto others as you would have them do unto

you.” This timeless rule applies to children and

adults alike. The Suzuki Foundation has adapted
this phrase to address how we treat our environment.

“Whatever we do to nature,
we do to ourselves”

- Dr. David Suzuki

environmentalism
and human
rights. He has
worked in and

reported on most parts of the world, covering all
facets of the environment, and has written several
books for children and adults including The Sacred
Balance and a best selling autobiography,
Metamorphosis: Stages in a Life. In addition, he
writes a weekly column called “Science Matters,”
and hosted the television series “The Nature of
Things with David Suzuki,” which is broadcast in
more than 30 countries around the world. And, he
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“Whatever we do to nature, we do to ourselves,” is
the slogan for the Foundation’s Web of Life project.
This project works at individual, corporate and
government levels help integrate environmental
conservation into our daily lives. The goal is to
provide people with practical solutions to conserve
our natural capital .

“I thought  that the responsibility of every generation
was to receive the earth from our ancestors and to
pass it on to future generations as we received it,”
says Suzuki. It seems that so many environmental
scientists are viewed as doomsayers who predict
intangible and unfathomable changes to the
environment. And with predictions focusing on the
next 50-100 years these issues seem too distant
to worry about today. Yet the next 50-100 years
includes the lives of our children and grandchildren.
Financial planners encourage planning for the future.
After all, retirement and college educations are each
20-30 or more years in the future. Many people leave
financial legacies to their  families or philanthropic
organizations. So, why not consider the
environmental legacy we are leaving our
descendants?

The Four Sacred Elements

In an interview with Bill Moyers, Dr. Suzuki explained
that the idea behind his book, The Sacred Balance:
Rediscovering Our Place in Nature is the notion that
there are four sacred elements: earth, air, fire and
water. We are the air that we breathe and the water
that we drink, he says, pointing to the growing
occurrence of asthma as a significant indicator of
the quality of the air we breathe each and every
day. We are soil and fire, too. Everything our bodies
need to live, he says, is sunlight, captured by plants,
which grow in the soil.

In much the same way that Charles Lindbergh was
inspired by the Masai in Africa, Dr. Suzuki was
profoundly influenced by the insights gained from
aboriginal people he met in the Amazon and

elsewhere. Aboriginal people around the world have

known for eons that “solutions are in our nature,” a

simple, yet prophetic phrase that Dr. Suzuki uses

so eloquently when talking about the environment.

As a result of this revelation, he wrote Wisdom of

the Elders to show that aboriginal ideas and science

were highly compatible. Lindbergh also held a deep

respect for primitive cultures. In his 1964 article, “Is

Civilization Progress?” Lindbergh wrote: “ I believe

there is wisdom in the primitive that the civilized

cannot afford to lose…”.

As far back as 1929 Anne Morrow Lindbergh

expressed concern for the natural environmental in

a letter to her sister. “Why do progress and beauty

have to be so opposed?” she wrote. “ I feel it’s quite

a terrible responsibility to sweep away all that without

weighing carefully whether it is ‘better’ as well as

‘newer’. But people never seem to doubt it for a

moment; they swagger right in with reckless

assurance that ‘Progress is the thing.’ REAL

progress I suppose is – not exploitation.” Dr. Suzuki

seems to agree. “We think anything new is good.

Anything that’s old is bad,” he said. There have been

extraordinary technological advancements in the

past 100 years or so. Modern medical technology

keeps us alive longer and longer, television, global

communications, computers, all represent progress

that we can’t imagine living without. “But I think it’s

important to put it all into perspective,” said Suzuki.

“Idon’t want to stop prgoressf if progress is about

improving the quality of our lives. If life is all about

more stuff, if it’s about quantity, if bigger, if more is

better, then yes, [I am] against that.”

The Lindbergh Foundation is pleased to honor Dr.

Suzuki with the 2004 Lindbergh Award for his

outstanding dedication to balance.

“Solutions are in our nature”
– Dr. David Suzuki
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The Nature Challenge
Dr. Suzuki’ s Top 10 List

The Best W ays to Conserve Nature

1. Reduce home energy use by 10%

2. Choose an energy-efficient home and
appliances

3. Replace dangerous pesticides with
alternatives

4. Eat meat-free meals one day a week

5. Buy locally grown and produced food

6. Choose a fuel – efficient vehicle

7. Walk, bike, carpool or take transit

8. Choose a home close  to work or  school

9. Support car-free alternatives

10. Learn more and share with family and friends

You are Invited to Attend the

 2004 Lindbergh Award
Honoring

Dr. David Suzuki

Tuesday , May 4, 2004

The Explorers Club

46 E. 70th Street

New York City

Contact :
763/576-1596 or

www.lindberghfoundation.org
for more information.

q
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Canadian Environment Awards
Citation of Lifetime Achievement 2005

Dr. David Suzuki

A highlight of the
academic year at
L e a m i n g t o n ’ s
secondary  school in
the 1940s was  the
annual oratorical
contest . In 1949, one
contestant was a
relatively new kid to
town named David
Suzuki. The Japanese

his penknife and slices into the fish’s air bladder.
There, he safely hides  until his father hooks the
fish and frees his captive son in the course of
cleaning it for dinner. “My father was always a great
believer that I should be able to do that,” Needless
to say, the tiny tale was a crowd-pleaser, and Suzuki
won first prize.

– Canadian Suzuki family – David, his three sisters
and parents – had arrived four years earlier after
being released at the end of the Second World War
from an internment facility in Slocan City, B.C.
Stripped of their possessions, rights and privileges
and exiled east of the Rocky Mountains, the Suzukis
has chosen the southwestern  Ontario farming
community as their new home.

For the off-the-cuff requirement of the competition,
Suzuki drew the topic “If I Were Three Inches Tall.”
The subject might have paralyzed  a lesser speaker,
but the grade – nine student was bright, imaginative
and articulate. As a child, he has spent hours in the
B.C. wilderness camping, hiking and  fishing and
had a highly developed general knowledge of the
world, the result of a childhood habit of hounding
his father with questions about the content of the
family’s set of the Book of Knowledge encyclopedia.

Suzuki embarked on an imaginary three-inch-tall
romp, in which he tumbles out of a fishing boat and
is immediately devoured by a bass. After a slippery
ride down the predator’s digestive tract, the boy frees

More than 50 years
later, David Takayoshi
Suzuki continues to
wow audiences in
homes and
auditoriums across the
country on issues that

matter- from the environment and civil rights to the
future of science and technology. A progressive
thinker and a persuasive grassroots activist, Suzuki
is Canada’s leading spokesperson for sustainable
development. He possesses a staggering list of
credentials and accolades: award winning scientist,
author of more  than  30 books, celebrated (and
decorated) broadcaster and host of the country’s
longest-running science and nature television series
and its specialty-themed  spinoffs, radio personality,
recipient of 16 honorary doctorates and several First
Nations honours, Officer of the Order of Canada and
founder and current chair of the board at the David
Suzuki Foundation.

The common threads that connect the prizewinning
speaker of 1949 with the environmental champion
today are an uncompromising pursuit of excellence
and the ability to tell a story  that people want to
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hear. “My father expected  that I would always do
my best,” he says. “When some high school friends
wanted me to run for school  president, he was
furious when I said I wouldn’t because I knew I’d
lose. He told me there would always be someone
better than me, but that is no reason not to try.”
Suzuki ultimately ran – and won.

After graduating from high school in London, Ont, In
1954, Suzuki left for Amherst College in
Massachusetts on a scholarship. By 1961, he had
completed a Ph. D.in zoology at the University of
Chicago. A research geneticist who spent his early
career searching for a genetic mutation in Drosophila
fruit flies, Suzuki served as a research  associate
for one year at Oak Ridge National Laboratory in
Tennessee before landing a faculty position at the
University of  Alberta (U of A), in Edmonton, in 1962.
One year later, he was on his way home to his
birthplace, Vancouver, and the University  of British
Columbia (UBC),  where  he remained a faculty
member  for 38 years, a tenure  punctuated by a
handful of visiting professorships  across  the  United
States and Canada and by his emerging broadcast
career.

Suzuki’s obvious gift for connecting with an audience
had made him a familiar name on U of A community
television  and campus  radio at UBC. He was
already a hot  quote for impromptu  reports  and
interviews when he  launched “Suzuki on Science”
in 1971 from CBC Television  in Vancouver. His
collaboration with television  producer Jim Murray,
however, catapulted  him onto the national stage
when Suzuki moved from the guest to host chair
with “Science Magazine” in 1974. Five years later,
Suzuki’s half-hour program of science-in-brief was
reborn as “The Nature of Things with David Suzuki.”

From the beginning, Suzuki distinguished  himself
as the thinking person’s television host. Through
skilled storytelling, he made information accessible
without dumbing it down, entertaining and
challenging his audience by appealing to their

highest ideals. “I’ve always thought of myself as a
simplifier,” he says. “When I was young, my father
used to make me practise my lessons and
speeches. He would always tell me, “If you can’t
make me understand it, how will you explain it to
others?”

His  encounter with John Livingston, a former

executive producer of “The  Nature of Things,”

signaled a turning

point in Suzuki’s take

on science.

Livingston, a professor

of environmental

studies at York

University, opened the

broadcaster’s  eyes to

the imbalance  of

human impacts on

Earth, and it resulted

in the eight-part “ A

Planet for the Taking” in 1985. “Till then, I had always

taken the position that humans were at the center

of everything  and that we had to constrain our

interaction with the environment ,” he explains, “’A

Planet for the Taking’ made me realize that we are

deeply embedded in a far more complex world  than

we understand. If we take the position that humans

are part of a much greater whole, then we recognize

that whatever  we do to our surroundings, we do to

ourselves,  because there is no separation from it.”

The almost two million loyal viewers of “A Planet for

the Taking” embraced  Suzuki’s message. Under

his watch, CBC’s science and nature programming

on television and radio since the late 1970s has

been phenomenally successful. “The  Nature of

Things” has a devoted weekly following and is

broadcast  in more than 50 countries. “When ‘It’s a

Matter of Survival’ aired in 1989,” he says of his five-

part radio special, “the CBC received 17,000 letters

from viewers. They’ve never had anything like that.”
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Suzuki had always imagined that popularizing
science would empower individual Canadians. But
he discovered early on that it offered him a platform,
and that ignited his activism. Beyond the walls of
the studio, Suzuki was a relentless advocate for old
growth forests and First Nations land claims and a
fearless critic of a host of environmental  threats,
including James Bay hydroelectric projects, offshore
oil drilling, unsustainable forestry, B.C. aquaculture,
genetically modified foods and the country’s official
policy on climate change. “As a young man, I was
taught that I had  no choice  but to stand up for what
I thought was right,” says Suzuki, who’s been run
off the road on South Moresby and had his living
room window shattered by gunshots.

Suzuki’s determination to mobilize Canadians
eventually led to the establishment of the David
Suzuki Foundation. “My wife Tara helped me
understand that people are frightened. You can’t just
give them half the story and not offer help or an
option for something they can do, “ Suzuki says.
“TV is ephemeral and also a passive medium for
the viewer. The foundation grew out of a need to give
people a sense of power.” Launched in 1990 as a
science-based, action oriented center, the
Vancouver not-for-profit focuses on four key areas:
oceans  and sustainable fishing: forests and wild
lands; climate change and clean energy; and
sustainable living. The foundation’ staff and
consultants are among the best in their fields and
work tirelessly to collaborate with academics,
government and business to develop solutions for
the future.

While the foundation offers practical advice for the
Canadian public, it has also provided Suzuki with a
vehicle for social change. Last year, he and his team
created a dynamic blueprint for the future. “We got
together and asked ourselves, Where do we want

to be in 25 years?” Suzuki explains. “There was a

long list of things about which we all agreed. We

want clean air, clean water, wildlife, wilderness ; we

want to be able to eat the fish that come out of our

lakes and rivers. “ The result, Sustainability within

a Generation: A New Vision for Canada (SWAG), is

a how-to guide for a thriving and competitive country

that functions well within its natural limits. “It was a

matter of lifting our sights ahead,” he says. “When

we identified our goals, we then had to ask, How do

we get there and what do we need to do?”

SWAG concentrates on nine critical challenges –

among them, generating genuine wealth, improving

efficiency, shifting to clean energy, protecting and

conserving water and reducing waste. It maps out

goals and solutions for protecting Canada’s natural

heritage for future generations while ending reckless

consumption, pollution and ecosystem destruction.

“We sent the document to all senior officials in

Ottawa, and they were blown away, “ Suzuki says .

Today, SWAG’s author, environmental lawyer  David

R. Boyd, is midway through a one year appointment

with the Privy Council of Canada to assist Ottawa

in achieving the goal.

SWAG has undoubtedly accelerated the

sustainability agenda. It is mature, comprehensive

and , as such, the culmination of Suzuki’s lifelong

commitment to rigorous thinking and critical analysis

fuelled by his belief that it is always possible to do

better. Its wisdom reflects the evolution of the

environmental  movement itself – resolved creative,

solution – oriented and collaborative. Possibly for

the first time, it gives grassroots activists,

government and industry a common goal.

As always, it is classic David Suzuki – raising the

bar for all.

The Citation of Lifetime Achievement is
sponsored by Hewlett-Packard (Canada) Co

q
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David Suzuki
In a Composed Mood


